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Abstract Strong electronic correlations are often associated with the proximity of a Mott insulating state. In recent

years however, it has become increasingly clear that the Hund’s rule coupling (intra-atomic exchange) is responsible

for strong correlations in multi-orbital metallic materials which are not close to a Mott insulator. Hund’s coupling has

two effects: it influences the energetics of the Mott gap and strongly suppresses the coherence scale for the formation

of a Fermi-liquid. A global picture has emerged recently, which emphasizes the importance of the average occupancy

of the shell as a control parameter. The most dramatic effects occur away from half-filling or single occupancy. The

theoretical understanding and physical properties of these ‘Hund’s metals’ are reviewed, together with the relevance

of this concept to transition-metal oxides of the 3d, and especially 4d series (such as ruthenates), as well as to the

iron-based superconductors (iron pnictides and chalcogenides).
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1 Introduction

The electronic state of many materials with partially filled d- or f-shells, as well as molecular

solids, is characterized by strong correlations. Picturing their wave-function as a determinant

of single-particle states does not properly account for their physical properties. Materials with

strong electronic correlations display fascinating phenomena, often with a large amplitude, such

as metal-insulator transitions, high-temperature superconductivity, colossal magnetoresistance, a

large thermoelectric power, or carriers with a large effective mass and reduced spectral weight.

The Mott phenomenon - the localization of electrons due to the strong Coulomb repulsion and

the reduced bandwidth - has emerged as a central paradigm in this field [1]. The parent compounds

of high-temperature cuprate superconductors are widely considered to be Mott insulators (of the

so-called ‘charge-transfer’ type). The metallic and superconducting states emerge by doping this

insulator with charge carriers. In this view, strong electronic correlations in the metallic state are

due to the proximity of the Mott insulator. Hence ‘Mottness’ is widely regarded as being key to

the strong correlations observed in oxides and organic compounds.

Cuprates have a single active electronic band at the Fermi-level, a rather unique property which

incidentally is also shared by the organic superconductors of the BEDT family. With very few

exceptions, known oxides of other transition metals are in contrast multi-band materials, and so

are the recently discovered iron-based superconductors. Several bands cross the Fermi level, formed

by the different orbitals of the transition-metal d-shell hybridizing with ligands [2]. Many of these

multi-orbital materials, such as ruthenates and iron pnictides and chalcogenides, are metals which

display clear signatures of strong correlations while not being close to a Mott insulating state. This

raises a puzzling question: what is the physical origin of electronic correlations in these materials ?

In the last few years, there has been increasing awareness that Hund’s coupling may be respon-

sible for these effects. Hund’s coupling is the energy scale associated with intra-atomic exchange,

which lowers the cost in repulsive Coulomb energy when placing two electrons in different orbitals

with parallel spin, as opposed to two electrons in the same orbital [3]. This shakes the paradigm
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establishing ‘Mottness’ as the unique origin of strong correlations, and highlights that another class

of strongly correlated but itinerant systems have physical properties distinctly different from doped

Mott insulators. The term ‘Hund’s metals’ has been coined in Ref. [4] to designate such materials.

There are two distinct effects of the Hund’s rule coupling. The first is a high-energy effect. As

emphasized early on [5, 6], the effective Coulomb repulsion for an isolated atom is increased by

Hund’s coupling for a half-filled shell, while it is decreased for all other fillings. The second is

a low-energy effect, revealed in early studies of a single impurity atom coupled to a conduction

electron gas (the Kondo problem). For a multi-orbital shell, the characteristic temperature below

which screening of the atomic degrees of freedom takes place is considerably lowered by Hund’s

coupling [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. This is due to the quenching of orbital momentum and associated

loss of exchange energy, and explains the sensitive dependence of the Kondo temperature on the

size of the impurity spin [14,15,16].

What is remarkable is that these effects, documented for an isolated atom or for a single atomic

impurity in a metallic host, continue to play a crucial role in the context of itinerant systems with a

bandwidth significantly larger than Hund’s coupling. That this is the case has been demonstrated

in several recent studies, which led to the realization that ‘Hundness’ is the key explanation of

electronic correlations in several families of metallic systems. Two remarkable theoretical studies,

in the context of a 5-band description of the metallic state of iron pnictides [17] and in that of

a 3-band multi-orbital Hubbard-Kanamori model [18], revealed that the low-energy quasiparticle

coherence scale is considerably reduced by Hund’s coupling. Such a reduction was also emphasized

in the context of ruthenates in Ref. [19]. This leaves an incoherent metallic state with frozen local

moments in an extended temperature range above the coherence scale, for which the authors of

Ref. [18] coined the term ‘spin-freezing’ regime. These authors also discovered that this regime

displays non-Fermi liquid properties of the self-energy, characterized by a power-law behaviour.

As shown in Refs. [20,21], the influence of Hund’s coupling on the energetics of charge-transfer in

an isolated atom has important consequences for the Mott critical coupling in a solid. The generic

effect (when orbital degeneracy is preserved) is that non half-filled materials are driven further away

from the Mott insulating state. In Ref. [22], a global picture was proposed, which also shows how to

place many different materials on a map parametrized by the interaction strength and the filling of

the shell. It was emphasized there that the two key effects compete with one another in the generic

case of a non half-filled shell: Hund’s coupling drives the system away from the Mott transition but

at the same time makes the metallic state more correlated by lowering the quasiparticle coherence

scale. Like the Roman god Janus, the Hund’s rule coupling has two faces ! This global picture is

illustrated and summarized on Fig. 1 (which is discussed in much greater details in Sec. 6).

At a fundamental level, a key lesson is that intra-atomic correlations play a crucial role even in

itinerant systems with relatively broad bands and moderate Hubbard repulsion, such as transition-

metals of the 4d and 5d series or iron pnictides and chalcogenides. Dynamical mean-field theory

(DMFT) [23,24] is currently the most appropriate theoretical framework to deal with these issues,

since it handles band-like and atomic-like aspects on equal footing. In contrast to more conventional

approaches picturing a solid as an inhomogeneous electron gas to which interactions are added

perturbatively, DMFT emphasizes local many-body correlations by viewing a solid as an ensemble

of self-consistently hybridized atoms.

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, an introduction to Hund’s rules and intra-atomic
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Figure 1: Colour intensity map of the ‘degree of correlation’ (as measured by the quasiparticle

weight Z - right scale) for a Hubbard-Kanamori model with 3 orbitals appropriate to the description

of early transition-metal oxides with a partially occupied t2g shell. The vertical axis is the interaction

strength U normalized to the half-bandwidth D, and a finite Hund’s coupling J = 0.15U is taken

into account. The horizontal axis is the number of electrons per site - from 0 (empty shell) to

6 (full shell). Darker regions correspond to good metals and lighter regions to correlated metals.

The black bars signal the Mott-insulating phases for U > Uc. The arrows indicate the evolution of

Uc upon further increasing J , and emphasize the opposite trend between half-filling and a generic

filling. Crosses denote the values of Uc for J = 0. One notes that, among integer fillings, the

case of 2 electrons (2 holes) displays correlated behaviour in an extended range of coupling, with

‘spin-freezing’ above some low coherence scale. Specific materials are schematically placed on the

diagram. The materials denoted in black have been placed according to the experimental value of

γ/γLDA. For detailed explanations, see Sec. 6. The DMFT calculations leading to a related plot in

Ref. [22] have been repeated here using a more realistic DOS for t2g states (inset).

Coulomb interactions in the multi-orbital context is provided. In Sec. 3 the influence of Hund’s

coupling on the intra-atomic charge gap and the Mott critical coupling is explained. Sec. 4 reviews

the influence of Hund’s coupling on the Kondo temperature of a multi-orbital impurity atom in

a metallic host. Sec. 5 briefly introduces dynamical mean-field theory, which provides a bridge

between single-atom physics and the full solid. Sec. 6 is the core part of this article, in which the

key effects of the Hund’s rule coupling in the solid-state context are put together. Sec. 7 and Sec. 8

consider ruthenates and iron pnictides/chalcogenides, respectively, in the perspective of Hund’s

metals.
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2 Intra-atomic exchange and the Hund’s rule coupling

In 1925, in an article dealing with the spectra of transition-metal atoms [3], Friedrich Hund formu-

lated a set of rules specifying the ground-state configuration of multi-electron atomic shells. For N

electrons in a shell with orbital degeneracy M (= 2l + 1), the rules state that:

• Total spin S should first be maximized (rule of ‘maximum multiplicity’)

• Given S, total angular momentum L should be maximized

• Finally, the lowest J = |L− S| should be selected for N < M (less than half-filled shell) and

the highest J = L+ S for N > M .

For example a d-shell with 3 electrons will have S = 3/2, L = 3, J = 3/2 (e.g. ↑, ↑, ↑, 0, 0), with

6 electrons S = L = 2, J = 4 (e.g. ↑↓, ↑, ↑, ↑, ↑), while the half-filled shell with 5 electrons (e.g.

↑, ↑, ↑, ↑, ↑) has S = J = 5/2 and a fully quenched angular momentum L = 0. These rules are

sometimes referred to as the ‘bus-seat’ rule: singly-occupied spots are filled first, then double

occupancies are created when singly-occupied spots are no longer available.

The origin of these rules is traditionally attributed to the minimization of the Coulomb interaction

between electrons. For two electrons for example, the first rule (S=1 rather than S=0) forces an

antisymmetric wave-function of the radial part, so that ‘electrons are further apart’. In quantum-

mechanical terms, the energy gain associated with Hund’s rule is the intra-atomic exchange energy a.

The third rule is associated with spin-orbit coupling, which we shall not consider in this paper

although its physical effects have attracted considerable attention recently.

To illustrate these rules in a more quantitative form appropriate to the solid-state context of

this article, let us consider the hamiltonian describing the t2g triplet of orbitals with lowest energy

of a transition-metal ion in a cubic crystal field with an octahedral environment. The case of two

orbitals and an eg doublet is considered in details in Appendix A. For both eg and t2g , there are

only three independent Coulomb integrals, which are matrix elements of the screened Coulomb

interaction in appropriately chosen wavefunctions of the t2g orbitals in the solid:

U =

∫
drdr′ |φm(r)|2 Vc(r, r′) |φm(r′)|2

U ′ =

∫
drdr′ |φm(r)|2 Vc(r, r′) |φm′(r′)|2

J =

∫
drdr′ φm(r)φm′(r)Vc(r, r

′)φm(r′)φm′(r′) (1)

Indeed, the wave functions can be chosen real (so that the ‘spin-exchange’ and ‘pair-hopping’

integrals are equal J = J ′), and all other terms in the interaction tensor, e.g. of the type Ummmm′

vanish by symmetry in this case. Because there are no other exchange integrals involved, the full

aBesides such a gain which determines the ordering of multiplets in calculations where the single-electron basis is

fixed [25], another term appears in self-consistent calculations in which the single-orbital basis is allowed to vary [26].

This other term, which comes from the smaller screening of the electron-nucleus interaction for high-spin and high-

orbital momentum states [27], becomes dominant for light neutral atoms. For a recent discussion and references to

further reading, see Ref. [28].
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many-body atomic hamiltonian for t2g states takes the Kanamori form [29] :

HK = U
∑
m

n̂m↑n̂m↓ + U ′
∑
m 6=m′

n̂m↑n̂m′↓ + (U ′ − J)
∑

m<m′,σ

n̂mσn̂m′σ +

−J
∑
m6=m′

d+
m↑dm↓ d

+
m′↓dm′↑ + J

∑
m 6=m′

d+
m↑d

+
m↓ dm′↓dm′↑ (2)

The first three terms involve only density-density interactions, between electrons with opposite

spins in the same orbital (U), opposite spins in different orbitals (U ′ < U) and parallel spins in

different orbitals. The latter case has the smallest coupling U ′ − J , reflecting Hund’s first rule.

For later use, it will be useful to consider a generalization of this Kanamori multi-orbital hamil-

tonian to a form in which all coupling constants are independent:

HGK = U
∑
m

n̂m↑n̂m↓ + U ′
∑
m6=m′

n̂m↑n̂m′↓ + (U ′ − J)
∑

m<m′,σ

n̂mσn̂m′σ +

−JX
∑
m 6=m′

d+
m↑dm↓ d

+
m′↓dm′↑ + JP

∑
m6=m′

d+
m↑d

+
m↓ dm′↓dm′↑ (3)

Defining the total charge, spin and orbital isospin generators (~τ are the Pauli matrices):

N̂ =
∑
mσ

n̂mσ , ~S =
1

2

∑
m

∑
σσ′

d†mσ~τσσ′dmσ′ , Lm = i
∑
m′m′′

∑
σ

εmm′m′′d†m′σdm′′σ, (4)

the generalized Kanamori hamiltonian (3) can be rewritten as:

HGK = 1
4(3U ′ − U)N̂(N̂ − 1) + (U ′ − U)~S2 + 1

2(U ′ − U + J)~L2 + (7
4U −

7
4U
′ − J)N̂ +

+(U ′ − U + J + JP )
∑

m 6=m′ d
+
m↑d

+
m↓ dm′↓dm′↑ + (J − JX)

∑
m 6=m′ d

+
m↑dm↓ d

+
m′↓dm′↑ (5)

It thus has full U(1)C ⊗ SU(2)S ⊗ SO(3)O symmetry provided JX = J and JP = U − U ′ − J ,

in which case the hamiltonian reduces to the first line in Eq. (5). We shall loosely refer to such

symmetry as ‘rotational invariance’. Note that rotational invariance of HGK does not imply that

U ′ and U are related. In particular for JX = J and U ′ = U − J (JP = 0), one obtains a minimal

rotationally-invariant hamiltonian (U − 3J/2)N̂(N̂ − 1)/2− J ~S2 involving only N̂2 and ~S2, to be

discussed in more details below (Eqs. (12) and (27)). This actually holds for an arbitrary number

M of orbitals.

Using (5), the physical t2g hamiltonian (2) which has JX = JP = J is seen to be rotationally

invariant provided:

U ′ = U − 2J (6)

in which case the hamiltonian takes the form:

Ht2g = (U − 3J)
N̂(N̂ − 1)

2
− 2J ~S2 − J

2
~L2 +

5

2
J N̂ (7)

In this form, Hund’s first two rules (maximal S, then maximal L) are evident. The spectrum of

this hamiltonian is detailed in Table 1.

Condition (6) is realized if U,U ′, J are calculated assuming a spherically symmetric interaction

and the t2g wave-functions resulting from simple crystal-field theory. In this approximation, these
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integrals can be expressed in terms of Slater parameters F 0, F 2, F 4 (or alternatively Racah param-

eters A,B,C) [30] :

U = F 0 +
4

49
F 2 +

4

49
F 4 = A+ 4B + 3C

U ′ = F 0 − 2

49
F 2 − 4

441
F 4 = A− 2B + C = U − 2J

J =
3

49
F 2 +

20

441
F 4 = 3B + C (8)

A rotationally invariant form of the t2g hamiltonian is obtained when assuming spherical symmetry

because the orbital angular momentum in the t2g states is only partially quenched, from l = 2 down

to l = 1. The orbital isospin generators are thus closely related to those of angular momentum

with l = 1 (up to a sign, cf. [30]). In the solid-state, Vc is the screened Coulomb interaction. The

spherical symmetry of Vc is of course no longer exact, but often considered to be a reasonable

approximation so that U ′ = U − 2J is often used in the solid as well.

For an entire d-shell, the Kanamori hamiltonian (2) is not exact and a full interaction tensor

Um1m2m3m4 must be considered. For an isolated atom with spherical symetry, this tensor can

be parametrized in terms of three independent Slater (Racah) parameters F 0, F 2, F 4, while 9

parameters are needed in principle in cubic symmetry [30]. A word of caution is in order regarding

notations. For an entire d-shell, it is customary [5, 6, 31] to define Ud = F 0, the Hund’s rule

coupling JH = (F 2 + F 4)/14 and a third parameter 14Cd = 9F 2/7− 5F 4/7. Those should not be

confused with the U and J couplings defined above for a t2g and eg shell. For example, using (8,25)

U = F 0 + 8JH/7, J = 5JH/7 + Cd/9 for t2g and J = 30JH/49 + 4Cd/21 for eg .

We lack space here to discuss in any details the important issue of the determination of screened

interaction parameters in the solid-state, which is still a lively topic of current research. On the

theoretical side, progress has been achieved using the first-principles constrained-RPA method [32]

and its recent developments. This approach has emphasized that interaction parameters (especially

U or F 0) are actually functions of the energy scale at which they are considered, and also depend

on the set of states which are retained in the effective description of the solid (e.g. on the energy

N S L Degeneracy = (2S + 1)(2L+ 1) Energy

0,[6] 0 0 1 0

1,[5] 1/2 1 6 −5J/2,[10U − 5J/2]

2,[4] 1 1 9 U − 5J ,[6U − 5J ]

2,[4] 0 2 5 U − 3J ,[6U − 3J ]

2,[4] 0 0 1 U ,[6U ]

3 3/2 0 4 3U − 15J/2

3 1/2 2 10 3U − 9J/2

3 1/2 1 6 3U − 5J/2

Table 1: Eigenstates and eigenvalues of the t2g Hamiltonian UN̂(N̂ − 1)/2 − 2J ~S2 − J~L2/2 in

the atomic limit (U ≡ U − 3J). The boxed numbers identifies the ground-state multiplet and its

degeneracy, for J > 0.
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window used to construct appropriate Wannier functions). Physically, the energy-scale dependence

comes from screening effects. At high-energy the unscreened values associated with an isolated

atom are found: the monopole Slater integral F 0 (and hence U and U ′) are of order 15 − 25 eV .

Screening reduces this value considerably, down to a few eV’s at low-energy in the solid. The

exchange integral, in contrast, does not involve the monopole contribution F 0, but only the two

higher-order multipoles F 2 and F 4. Because of this, it was pointed out that the Hund’s rule coupling

is only reduced by 20− 30% when going from the atom to the solid, see e.g. the pioneering work of

van der Marel and Sawatzky [5, 6]. While the Hartree-Fock (unscreened) value for a 3d transition

element with atomic number Z reads Jat
H = 0.81 + 0.080(Z − 21) eV , these authors estimated

the screened JH = 0.59 + 0.075(Z − 21) eV (with Cd ' 0.52JH in both cases). This varies from

JH ' 0.59 eV up to JH ' 1.15 eV as one moves along the 3d series from Sc to Ni (note that for

a t2g shell J ' 0.77JH). We also note, given the Hartree-Fock value F 0
at = 15.31 + 1.5(Z − 21) eV ,

that Jat
H /F

0
at ' 0.053 is fairly constant along the series. It is thus reasonable to expect that the

ratio J/U for a t2g shell is also approximately constant among early transition-metal oxides b.

3 Energetics of the Mott gap

The Hund’s rule coupling affects the energetics of charge transfer in a major way, in a manner that

depends crucially on the filling of the shell. This effect is already visible for an isolated atom, as

noted by van der Marel and Sawatzky [5, 6]. It has direct consequences for the magnitude of the

Mott gap in the solid-state context, as discussed below.

Consider first an isolated shell with N electrons. We are interested in the energetic cost for

changing the valence of two isolated atoms from their nominal electron numbers to the state with

N − 1, N + 1, i.e. transferring one electron from one of the atoms to the other. This energy cost

reads:

∆at = E0(N + 1) + E0(N − 1)− 2E0(N) = [E0(N + 1)− E0(N)]− [E0(N)− E0(N − 1)] (9)

with E0 the ground-state energy of the shell with N electrons. The last expression emphasizes that

this is the difference between the affinity and ionization energies.

For simplicity, we will base the discussion on the Kanamori hamiltonian (2) appropriate for

example to a t2g shell. The ground-state energy of this hamiltonian can be obtained by considering

simply the density-density terms. Consider the state in the (degenerate) ground-state multiplet

with maximal Sz (=+N/2 for N ≤ M , = M − N/2 for N ≥ M), consistent with Hund’s rules.

For example, for 3 orbitals: | ↑, ↑, 0〉 for N = 2 < M , | ↑, ↑, ↑〉 for N = M = 3 and | ↑↓, ↑, ↑〉 for

N = 4. It is clear that the exchange and pair-hopping terms have no action on those states. So,

for N ≤ M , the ground-state energy involves only the pairwise interaction between parallel spins:

E0(N) = (U ′ − J)N(N − 1)/2 = (U − 3J)N(N − 1)/2. As long as N < M (less than half-filled

shell), the expression of the atomic gap (9) involves only states with energies of this form. Hence

Ueff = U − 3J plays the role of the effective Hubbard interaction (which is seen to be reduced by

J) and the atomic gap reads:

∆at ≡ Ueff = U ′ − J = U − 3J , (N < M or N > M) (10)

bUsing for example a reduction of F0 by screening down to 20% of its atomic value, one obtains using the above

expressions J/U ' 0.13 for a t2g shell.
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with the expression for N > M stemming from particle-hole symmetry. In contrast, for a half-filled

shell, the excited state with N + 1 = M + 1 electrons involves one doubly-occupied orbital, and

hence its energy is pushed up. Counting the number of each types of pairs, it reads: E0(M + 1) =

(U ′ − J)×M(M − 1)/2 + U × 1 + U ′ × (M − 1) = (U ′ − J)M(M + 1)/2 + (U − U ′ + MJ). The

last expression emphasizes that the energy of this state is increased by U −U ′+MJ , as compared

to the value it would have if all interactions would be between parallel spins. Hence, the Mott gap

becomes c:

∆at ≡ Ueff = (U ′ − J) + (U − U ′ +MJ) = U + (M − 1)J , (N = M) (11)

In contrast to a generic filling N 6= M , the intra-atomic gap (or effective U) is increased by Hund’s

coupling for a half-filled shell (N = M). Here we have considered the Kanamori hamiltonian.

Corresponding expressions for a 5-fold degenerate d-shell with full Racah-Slater hamiltonian can

be found in Refs. [5, 6, 31], with similar qualitative conclusions.

These considerations for an isolated atom suggest that, in the solid-state context, the Hund’s

rule coupling has a strong influence on the Mott gap and on the critical coupling Uc separating

a metallic phase from a Mott insulating phase. Anticipating on Sec. 6, we display on Fig. 2 the

dependence of Uc on J for a Hubbard-Kanamori model of three degenerate bands, as obtained

from DMFT calculations. It is seen that Uc is strongly reduced as J is increased, in the case

of a half-filled shell (N = 3). In contrast, Uc is increased, with a quasi-linear dependence on J ,

for N = 1. The case of two electrons (and, more generally the generic case N 6= 1,M, 2M − 1)

is especially interesting, with a non-monotonous dependence: Uc first decreases at small J , then

increases linearly at larger J . The strong reduction of Uc by J at half-filling has been discussed by

many authors (see e.g. [34, 35, 36, 12, 37, 13]). The fact that J enhances Uc and hence makes the

Mott insulating state harder to reach in the generic case of a non half-filled shell has in contrast

been clearly appreciated only recently. Although implicit in the results of e.g. Refs. [38,39], it has

been recently emphasized in Ref. [20] and, especially, in Ref. [21].

In order to rationalize the J-dependence of Uc displayed on Fig. 2, it is natural to use the atomic

limit considered above and apply a criterion ‘à la Mott-Hubbard’ for the closing of the gap [21],

namely Uat
eff = W̃M,N (J). In this expression, W̃ is an estimate of the available kinetic energy

for N electrons hopping among M degenerate orbitals. This leads to Uc = W̃M,N (J) + 3J for a

non half-filled shell and Uc = W̃M,M (J) − (M − 1)J at half-filling. Assuming that W̃ reaches a

finite value W̃∞ at large-J , this yields a linear increase Uc ∼ W̃∞N,M + 3J for N 6= M and a linear

decrease Uc ∼ W̃∞M,M − (M − 1)J at half-filling. It is seen from Fig. 2 that these expressions (gray

straight lines) describe the large-J behaviour of Uc quite well. It is also clear from Fig. 2 that the

J-dependence of the kinetic energy W̃ is crucial to account for Uc(J): the extrapolations of these

straight lines down to J = 0 fall way below the actual value of Uc at J = 0, except in the case of

a single electron N = 1. The reason for this is that the Hund’s rule coupling quenches the orbital

fluctuations, which in turns blocks many of the hopping processes contributing to W̃ . A deeper

perspective on this effect will be given in Sec. 4 in the context of the Kondo problem of a magnetic

impurity in a metallic host. This effect is particularly strong at half-filling: for J = 0, it is well

established [40, 41, 34, 42] that the orbital fluctuations lead to a value of UJ=0
c (and W̃ ) which

cFor a generalization including spin-orbit, see Ref. [33].
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Figure 2: Critical coupling separating the metallic and Mott insulating (paramagnetic) phase, as

a function of Hund’s coupling, for a Hubbard-Kanamori model of three degenerate bands with one

(red), two (green) and three (blue) electrons per site. The model is solved with DMFT, with a

semi-circular density of states of bandwidth 2D for each band. Dashed lines indicate the atomic-like

estimates (see text). The shaded region corresponds to U ′ − J < 0 (J > U/3). See Refs. [21, 22].

increases rapidly with orbital degeneracy M d. In contrast W̃ is renormalized downwards as J is

turned on, and a value W̃M,M ∼ W̃1,1 ∼ W (with W the bare bandwidth) is reached already at

moderate values of J , leading to Uc ∼W + (M − 1)J(L. de’Medici & M. Capone, in preparation),

as clear from Fig. 2, with only a weak dependence on orbital degeneracy in the presence of a finite

J e

For generic filling levels, the reduction of the kinetic energy by orbital blocking is responsible for

the decrease of Uc at small J , while the reduction of the atomic Ueff is responsible for the increase

of Uc at large J , hence the non-monotonous behaviour. In contrast for a single electron or hole,

the orbital blocking does not apply because the Hund’s rule coupling does not lift the degeneracy

of the atomic ground-state.

Finally, we note that at J = 0, the largest value of Uc is obtained at half-filling N = M and the

smallest one for a single electron (or hole) N = 1, 2M−1. This is reversed at moderate and large J ,

with Uc smallest for a half-filled shell (Fig. 1). Because of this effect, an insulating state is strongly

favoured at half-filling. Indeed, most transition-metal oxides with a half-filled shell are insulators

(e.g. SrMnO3 , LaCrO3 with three electrons in the t2g states, see Sec. 6.2). The reduction of the

dWithin DMFT, the Mott-Hubbard gap-closing transition occurs at Uc1(J = 0) ∝
√
M and the Brinkman-Rice

transition where the quasiparticle weight vanishes at Uc2 ∝M , see Ref. [42].
eAccordingly, the coexistence region [Uc1, Uc2] is strongly reduced by J [43].
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Mott gap by Hund’s coupling for a non half-filled shell was proposed early on by Fujimori et al. [44]

in order to explain the paramagnetic metallic character of V5S8 and its photoemission spectrum

showing an exchange splitting.

4 Impeded Kondo screening and blocking of orbital fluctuations

We now consider a single atom hybridized with a Fermi sea of conduction electrons. This is the

famous Kondo problem of a magnetic impurity embedded in a metallic host. As we shall see, the

generic effect of the Hund’s rule coupling is to drastically suppress the Kondo temperature TK below

which the local moment of the atom is screened. This suppression is due to the combination of two

effects: the blocking of orbital fluctuations as well as the reduction of the effective Kondo coupling

within the low-lying multiplet selected by Hund’s rule. For a spin-S impurity, this reduction follows

JK,eff ∝ 1/S, as first derived by Schrieffer [14] (see also Blandin, Ref. [15]). The Kondo temperature

being exponential in JK thus drops exponentially with S, as indeed observed experimentally for

metals hosting transition-metal impurities with different spin values [16]. A systematic study of

the suppression of the Kondo scale by the Hund’s rule coupling was first performed by Okada and

Yosida [7].

In Ref. [45], Dworin and Narath introduced a generalization of the Anderson impurity model for

M orbitals (e.g. M = 2l + 1 angular momentum channels) which takes into account Hund’s rule

physics in a minimal way (see also [46,47]). This reads:

HDN =
∑
k

M∑
m=1

∑
σ=↑↓

(
εkc
†
kmσckσ + Vkmc

†
kmσdmσ + V ∗kmd

†
mσckmσ

)
+ Hat (12)

with the atomic term:

Hat =
U − J

2

∑
m1m2s1s2

d†m1s1d
†
m2s2dm2s2dm1s1 +

J

2

∑
m1m2s1s2

d†m1s1d
†
m2s2dm1s2dm2s1

= (U − 3

2
J)
N̂d(N̂d − 1)

2
− J ~S2

d +
1

4
JN̂d. (13)

where N̂d and ~Sd are, respectively, the total charge and spin operators of the d-shell as above.

The atomic part of the Dworin-Narath hamiltonian is rotationally invariant and coincides with the

generalized Kanamori hamiltonian with appropriately chosen parameters, as discussed in Sec.2 and

Appendix A (Eq. (27)).

For J = 0 the model has full SU(2M) symmetry. Coqblin and Schrieffer (CS) pioneered [48] the

study of impurity models with enhanced orbital symmetry by considering the hamiltonian:

HCS =
∑
kα

εkc
†
kαckα + JK

∑
kk′

∑
αβ

c†kαck′βŜβα (14)

where α = {m,σ} and β are SU(2M) indices and Ŝαβ is the impurity operator corresponding

to a specific irreducible representation of SU(2M). At large U and J = 0, a Schrieffer-Wolff

transformation maps the Dworin-Narath hamiltonian (12,13) onto the CS hamiltonian when the

number of electrons Nd =
∑

mσ d
†
mσdmσ is constrained to be an integer (then Ŝαβ ∝ d†αdβ).
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A well established result for the CS model [49] is that the Kondo temperature is enhanced by the

orbital degeneracy. For a half-filled shell Nd = M , one has

T J=0
K,M/D = exp(−1/2MρJK) = (TK,1/D)1/M (15)

and a similar enhancement applies for all values of Nd (see Ref.[50] for a detailed comparison of

Nd = 1 and Nd = 2 in the case of M = 2 orbitals). In this expression, ρ is the conduction

electron density of states (per orbital and spin), D is a high-energy cutoff (e.g. the bandwidth for

the CS model, or ∼
√
UΓ for the Anderson model) and TK,1 is the usual Kondo temperature for

a single orbital TK,1/D ∼ exp(−1/2ρJK). Intuitively, the enhancement of TK for J = 0 occurs

because the conduction electrons can exchange both spin and orbital momentum with the impurity

spins, which enhances the corresponding gain in exchange energy. The enhancement of the Kondo

temperature due to orbital degrees of freedom has been investigated intensively in mesoscopic

systems. SU(4) symmetry with entangled spin and orbital degree of freedom in carbon nanotubes

and quantum dots has been discussed theoretically [51, 52, 53, 54, 55] and its effects have been

observed experimentally [56].

A non-zero J breaks the SU(2M) symmetry down to SU(2)S ⊗SU(M)O. It drastically modifies

the physics and reduces TK , as first discussed systematically by Okada and Yosida [7] for model

(12,13) in the large-U limit. These authors performed a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation for a fixed

integer Nd and obtained a ‘Coqblin-Schrieffer-Hund’ model which basically consists in adding a term

−J ~S2 to (14). This model was then analyzed by further taking J → 0 or J → ∞ and projecting

onto an appropriate subspace, which depends on Nd. A variational wave-function approach was

used and the resulting binding energies were related to the Kondo temperature. For a half-filled

shell Nd = M and in the limit of large J the Kondo temperature is strongly reduced:

TK,M/D = exp(−M/2ρJK) =
(
T J=0
K,M/D

)M2

= (TK,1/D)M (16)

A similar reduction was found also for Nd = M ±1 (M > 2) [7], and in this case it was furthermore

observed that the orbital fluctuations are quenched at a larger energy scale than the spin fluctu-

ations. The narrowing of the Kondo resonance and suppression of TK due to J was also studied

using NRG for the two-orbital model by Pruschke and Bulla [12]. J thus takes the system away

from the point of high symmetry and high TK , see Fig. 3.

Again, the reduction of the Kondo scale can be understood intuitively. For a half-filled shell,

the (degenerate) atomic ground-state for J 6= 0 has a large spin S = M/2 and a vanishing angular

momentum L = 0 (see Table 1 for 3 orbitals). Hence, all the orbital exchange energy applying

to the J = 0 case is lost here because orbital exchange processes are blocked. Furthermore, at

large J , spin-exchange processes are restricted to the ground-state subspace with S = M/2 (with

therefore a smaller degeneracy than the J = 0 ground-state subspace). The impurity spins in

each orbital channel acts in this subspace as ~Sm ∼ ~S/M , the proportionality factor 1/M being

a Clebsch-Gordon coefficient. (For a related analysis in the case of an antiferromagnetic Hund’s

coupling, see Ref. [58]). Hence, the effective Kondo coupling JK,eff = JK/M is reduced, as first

observed by Schrieffer [14] (see also [15]).

This is quite transparently seen, following Refs. [8,9,10,11,13], by considering a ‘composite spin’
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Figure 3: Kondo temperature TK as a function of Hund’s coupling J for the 2-orbital ‘Coqblin-

Schrieffer-Hund’ model, plotted on a log-log scale. The data (red line) are from the poor-man’s

scaling analysis in Ref. [57]. J suppresses the Kondo temperature and lowers the symmetry of the

problem (see text).

Kondo (CSK) hamiltonian as a starting point:

HCSK =
∑
kmσ

εkc
†
kmσckmσ + JK

∑
m

~Sm · ~σ cm − J

(∑
m

~Sm

)2

(17)

describingM spin-1/2 impurities ~Sm, each Kondo-coupled to the spin density ~σ cm =
∑

kαβ c
†
kmα~σαβckmβ

of an independent bath (with ~σ the Pauli matrices). The spins are coupled by the Hund term favor-

ing S = M/2. A crucial difference with the Dworin-Narath (12,13) and Coqblin-Schrieffer-Hund

hamiltonians is that there are no orbital degrees of freedom here. The Kondo coupling is diag-

onal ∼ JK δmm′ , and the J = 0 hamiltonian thus has a smaller [SU(2)]M symmetry. When J

becomes larger than the other scales in the problem, the large spin is formed. Within this subspace
~Sm ∼ ~S/M , and the Hamiltonian (17) is equivalent to the M -channel Kondo problem with spin

S = M/2 and JK,eff = JK/M . The low-energy fixed point is a Fermi-liquid with an exactly screened

impurity spin since M = 2S. A numerical renormalization-group (NRG) study [22] (Fig. 4) of the

CSK hamiltonian (17) shows that the Kondo temperature of this model is indeed reduced according

to (16) in the large-J limit.

We finally discuss the behaviour at intermediate values of Hund’s coupling, which is of direct

interest in view of applications to the transition-metal oxides discussed later in this paper, in which

typically J ∼ U/6 < D.
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Figure 4: NRG results for the composite-spin Kondo hamiltonian (17) with M = 2. Data from

Ref. [22]. Left panel: the impurity contribution to the magnetic susceptibility for several values of

the Hund’s rule coupling J . The behaviour evolves from that of two independent Kondo problems

to that of the S = 1 Kondo problem as J is increased. Note the increase in χ at intermediate values

of J (cf. Fig. 5). Right panel: the corresponding Kondo temperature as a function of J . At small

J an exponential dependence TK = TK,1 exp(−J/8.4TK,1) with TK,1 = TK(J = 0) (green dotted)

and at larger J a power-law TK ∝ 1/J (red dashed line) are found.

In Refs. [8, 13] this was analyzed for the CSK hamiltonian using perturbative RG, leading to

an explicit expression for TK(J). The RG flow was separated into two regions (see the schematic

plot in Fig. 5). At high energies (I) Λ > J and the impurity spins are not yet locked into the

large-spin state. There, JK(Λ) grows with diminishing Λ as in the single-channel single-impurity

case. In region (II) Λ < J , the large spin is assumed to be established. The key point is that

in this region the Kondo coupling is reduced by a factor 1/M and the speed at which it flows is

reduced by the same factor. This can be summarized in a single scaling equation (to two-loop

order): dgeff/d ln Λ = −2g2
eff/M + 2g3

eff/M for the effective coupling constant geff = ρJK(Λ)Meff

with the effective number of channels Meff = 1 in region (I) and Meff = M in region (II). Because

of the slower scaling in region (II), the screened Kondo regime (III), signalled in a perturbative RG

treatment by a diverging coupling constant, occurs at a scale much smaller than the single-impurity

scale TK,1:

TK,M = TK,1

(
TK,1
JS

)M−1

(for HCSK). (18)

with S = M/2. This is Eq. (16), but with JS playing the role of the high-energy cutoff D. This RG

analysis emphasizes that starting with a small enough J , the screening process in the CSK model

proceeds first by the formation of a large spin S, which is then eventually screened at a lower scale

(Fig. 5). NRG studies for M = 2 displayed in Fig. 4 confirm this expectation. One observes there

an initial exponential reduction of TK at small J , followed by a power-law dependence which at

quite large J does match ∼ 1/JM−1 = 1/J .

When considering the original model (12,13) or the Coqblin-Schrieffer-Hund model, it is quali-

tatively appealing to think of the reduction of TK as following a two-stage process (Fig. 3): first

a projection onto a subspace described by the CSK hamiltonian in which the different orbital
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Figure 5: Composite-spin Kondo model (Eq. 17). (a) Schematic behavior of the running coupling

constant geff = JK(Λ)ρMeff with Meff = 1 in region I and geff = M in regions II and III. The

boundary between I and II is at the scale of Hund’s coupling. The Kondo temperature is reduced

due to the slower scaling in region II. (b) Schematic dependence of the effective moment. The large

moment formed in region II is screened at a reduced temperature scale. Reproduced from Ref. [13].

channels are decoupled, followed by a second stage in which a large spin is formed and eventually

screened at a low energy scale. However, it is not guaranteed that this two-stage process does

apply in general, and a direct route may apply instead (dashed arrow on Fig. 3). Indeed, in the

original model, at large scales Λ > J , the RG flow goes as in the SU(2M) symmetric model. For

Λ . J , the quenching of the orbital fluctuations and the emergence of the high-spin state occur

simultaneously. There is no energy scale at which the system is represented by M independent

spins undergoing single-channel Kondo scaling. As a result, expression (18) for the reduction of TK
at intermediate J for the CSK model cannot be trusted in general for the original model (12,13)

or the Coqblin-Schrieffer-Hund model. Indeed, the poor man’s scaling study of Ref.[57] for M = 2

reproduced in Fig. 3 suggests a 1/J2 dependence, instead of 1/J as in (18) while NRG studies by

one of us (J.M., unpublished) yield an even stronger power-law. NRG studies of the Dworin-Narath

model (12,13) were also performed in Refs. [59,50] and an exponential dependence of TK on J was

reported. We expect that this is because rather small values of J were explored there, and that

an initial exponential suppression followed by a power-law at larger J is the generic behaviour, as
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shown on Fig. 3. Explanation of the exponential regime and the characterization of precise power-

laws (in particular in the case where the impurity has nonvanishing orbital momentum) remains to

be worked out.

5 Dynamical Mean-Field Theory: solids viewed as embedded atoms

Having considered isolated atoms (Sec. 3), and a single impurity atom in a host metal (Sec. 4),

we now move to a full solid - a periodic array of atoms exchanging electrons. The main message

of this article is that the intra-atomic correlations associated with Hund’s coupling play a crucial

role also in this context. Dynamical Mean-Field Theory (DMFT) is currently the most appropriate

framework in which these effects can be revealed and studied [23,24]. Indeed, while more traditional

approaches view a solid as an inhomogeneous electron gas to which interactions are later added,

DMFT gives central importance to the fact that, after all, solids are made of atoms and that an

atom is a small many-body problem in itself with e.g. a multiplet structure which must be properly

taken into account.

Material
(crystalline solid)

Atom

Effective
Medium

Figure 6: The Dynamical Mean-Field Theory (DMFT) concept. A solid is viewed as an array

of atoms exchanging electrons, rather than as a gas of interacting electrons moving in an inho-

mogeneous potential. DMFT replaces the solid by a single atom exchanging electrons with a

self-consistent medium and takes into account many-body correlations on each atomic site.

DMFT describes the transfer of electrons between atoms in the solid by focusing on a single

atomic site, and by viewing the atom on this site as hybridized with an effective medium with

which these electronic transfers take place (Fig. 6). This effective medium must obviously be self-

consistently related to the rest of the solid. In more technical terms, the main physical observable

on which DMFT focuses is the single-electron Green’s function Gmm′(ω) (or spectral function

A = −ImG/π) for a given atomic shell, e.g. the d-shell of an oxide. This observable is represented

as that of an atomic shell coupled to the effective medium via a hybridization function ∆mm′(ω)

which can be viewed as an energy-dependent (dynamical) generalization of the Weiss effective-field

concept to quantum many-body systems. The key assumption is that the self-energy Σmm′(ω) of
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this effective quantum impurity model can be used as a (local) approximation of the full self-energy

of the solid. The Dyson equation, projected onto the local orbitals χm(r) defining the correlated

shell, then yields a self-consistency condition for Gmm′ , which also determines Σmm′ and ∆mm′ .

DMFT has been successfully combined with DFT-based electronic structure calculations for real

materials, in which case the all-electron charge density ρ(r) is the other key observable together

with Gmm′(ω) (for reviews, see e.g. Refs [60,61,62,63]).

The energy-dependence of the dynamical mean-field ∆mm′(ω) is of central physical importance.

Indeed, in strongly-correlated materials, electrons are ‘hesitant’ entities with a dual character. At

high-energy they behave as localized. At low-energy in metallic compounds they eventually form

itinerant quasiparticles, albeit with a strongly suppressed spectral weight. DMFT describes the

high-energy behaviour by taking full account of the multiplet structure of the atomic shell, and

of its broadening by the solid-state environment. The latter is encoded in the high-frequency

behaviour of ∆mm′(ω), which gives for example their widths to Hubbard satellites. At low-energy,

the key issue is whether the degeneracy of the ground-state multiplet is fully lifted by the solid-

state environment. In metallic systems, the effective hybridization Im∆mm′(ω) does not vanish at

low-energy (in contrast to a Mott insulator, where it displays a gap). As a result, Kondo screening

of the ground-state multiplet can take place. In this context, this self-consistent Kondo screening

is the local description of electron transfer processes which screen out the multiplet structure in

the metallic ground-state. For example in the simplest context of a single orbital Hubbard model,

a twofold degenerate spin-1/2 local moment is found in the parmagnetic Mott insulating phase,

while it is Kondo-screened into a singlet in the metallic phase.

In most cases, this results in a description of the low-energy excitations in the metallic phase

in terms of quasiparticles of a local Fermi-liquid. These are characterized by three key quantities:

their quasiparticle weight Z, effective mass m∗ (or renormalized Fermi velocity v∗F /v
band
F ) and

lifetime ~/Γqp. For a single-orbital model those are given by: Z−1 = m∗/mband = vband
F /v∗F =

1 − ∂Σ/∂ω|ω=0 and Γqp = Z|ImΣ(ω = 0)|, with proper matrix generalization to the multi-orbital

context. Note that, in a local Fermi liquid with a momentum-independent self-energy, the effective

mass enhancement coincides with Z (in a multi-orbital context however, the renormalization of the

Fermi velocity can depend on the point along the Fermi-surface through the momentum-dependence

of the orbital character of the band).

Fermi-liquid behaviour applies below a scale TFL which is related to the self-consistent Kondo

scale (although significantly smaller quantitatively). According to DMFT, the study of multi-

orbital Kondo impurity models in Sec. 4 is thus directly relevant to a full periodic solid. The

results established in Sec. 4 for the Kondo temperature of an impurity coupled to a structureless

bath cannot be directly applied to DMFT studies of a correlated solid however. Indeed, the energy-

dependent structure of the self-consistent hybridization must be properly taken into account (in

more technical terms, one has to deal with an intermediate-coupling Kondo problem). Nonetheless,

the strong suppression of the Kondo scale by Hund’s coupling implies that low values of the Fermi

liquid scale will be observed in the solid-state context, as detailed below in Sec. 6. The Landau

description of quasiparticles is thus fragile in a strongly correlated metal. Quasiparticle excitations

may survive in a range of temperature above TFL, but their lifetime no longer obeys the T−2 law

of Fermi liquid theory. Because TFL is low, the understanding of the metallic state for T > TFL is

often of direct experimental relevance. At very high temperature, the effective DMFT hybridization
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∆(ω, T ) is small and the physics of independent atoms is recovered, while at low temperature ∆(ω '
0, T � TFL) saturates and local Fermi liquid coherence is established. In between, quasiparticles

become gradually less coherent and strong transfers of spectral weight are observed. By bridging

the gap between isolated atoms and the low-energy coherent regime, DMFT is currently the tool

of choice to handle the entire crossover from a Fermi liquid at low temperature all the way to a

bad metal incoherent regime at high temperature. This is, in our view, essential to the physical

understanding of many strongly correlated materials.

6 Hund’s correlated materials and the Janus-faced influence of the Hund’s rule

coupling

In this section, we expose the main physical point of this article: the Hund’s rule coupling has

generically a conflicting effect on the physics of the solid-state. On the one hand it increases the

critical U above which a Mott insulator is formed (Sec. 3), on the other hand (Sec. 4) it reduces the

temperature and the energy scale below which a Fermi-liquid is formed, leading to a (bad) metallic

regime in which quasiparticle coherence is suppressed.

This occurs for any occupancy, the two exceptions being a half-filled shell or a shell with a single

electron or a single hole. In the former case, Hund’s coupling strongly decreases the Mott critical

coupling and suppresses the coherence scale, both effects leading to a more correlated behaviour.

In the latter case, Hund’s coupling tends to decrease correlation effects by enhancing Uc without

a strong effect on the coherence scale since the ground-state degeneracy of the isolated atom is

unchanged by J in this case (Table 1). In all other cases the Hund’s rule coupling has two faces,

like the Roman god Janus. This implies that a large class of materials display hallmarks of strong

electronic correlations while not being close to a Mott insulating state.

6.1 Simplest model: three degenerate orbitals

The simplest model in which the Janus behavior occurs is the Hubbard-Kanamori model of three

degenerate bands described by the hamiltonian:

H = −
∑
ij,mσ

tij d
†
imσdjmσ +

∑
i

HK(i) (19)

with HK = (U − 3J)n̂i(n̂i− 1)/2− 2J ~S2
i − J/2~L2

i the rotationally invariant 3-orbital interaction of

Eq. (7). This describes, for example, transition-metal oxides with cubic symmetry and a partially

filled t2g shell well separated from the empty eg shell. This hamiltonian has been studied using

DMFT by several authors, e.g. [18, 20,22].

In Fig. 1, we display as a colour map the value of the quasiparticle spectral weight Z as a

function of the filling of the shell (n = 〈n̂i〉) and of the strength of the coupling U/D, with D the

half-bandwidth. We have used a fixed ratio J/U = 0.15 (cf. discussion at the end of Sec. 3) and a

semi-realistic t2g density-of-states (inset of Fig. 1). The Mott insulator is indicated by thick vertical

bars. Long-range ordering was suppressed in these calculations: Fig. 1 displays properties of the

paramagnetic state only and is not a full phase diagram.

Fig. 1 reveals the following interesting features. (i) The Mott insulating state is most stable at

half-filling n = 3 where the Mott critical coupling Uc is at least twice smaller than at other filling
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levels. In contrast, Uc is enhanced by J for the other filling levels, as indicated by the arrows on

Fig. 1. For vanishing J , Uc would instead be largest at half-filling (crosses on Fig. 1). (ii) At

n = 1 and n = 5 correlation effects are weak except in direct proximity to the Mott state, i.e close

to Uc. (iii) In contrast, at the ‘Janus’ filling levels n = 2 and n = 4, the white region of small

Z extends to quite small U , as pointed out in [22]. Strongly correlated metallic phases are thus

found in a wide range of coupling, without direct proximity to the Mott insulating state. (iv) A

pronounced particle-hole asymmetry is observed, with stronger correlations on the right-hand side

of Fig. 1 (larger n’s). This is due to the higher value of the t2g density-of-states close to the Fermi

level, in relation to the van Hove singularity. This implies smaller kinetic energy, and hence slower

quasiparticles which are easier to localize [19].

It should be noted that these features are in very good agreement with the map of transition-metal

oxides (TMOs) put forward in the pioneering work of A. Fujimori [64] on the basis of experimental

and empirical considerations (see also [1]). The calculations leading to Fig. 1 taking into account

the key physical role of Hund’s coupling provide strong theoretical support to such classifications

of TMOs, as discussed in details below.

6.2 A global view on early 3d and 4d transition-metal oxides

We now make contact with real materials and show that the physical effects revealed at the model

level above allow one to build a global picture of how the strength of electronic correlations evolves

in TMOs as one moves along the 3d and 4d series. On Fig. 1 the correlation strength of several early

TMOs is indicated. For most of the metallic compounds, the specific-heat and its enhancement

over the LDA value γ/γLDA is reliably known from experiments. These are positioned on Fig. 1

by demanding that the value of Z−1 obtained in the model calculation at the DMFT level (where

m∗/m = Z−1) coincides with γ/γLDA. Materials in the same series are positioned with a slight

increase of U/D along the series, because the bandwidth diminishes and the screened value of U

increases slightly as the atomic number and hence n increasesf. As expected, significantly larger

values of interactions pertain to 3d oxides. Apart from this, only a moderate variation of U/D

values is needed to account for systematics of the early TMOs g

Consider first t2g oxides of the 3d series SrVO3 , SrCrO3 and SrMnO3 . These three materials

share a similar typical coupling U/D ' 3 − 4 (U ' 3 − 4 eV , D ' 1 − 1.5 eV in t2g description).

Nevertheless, they have very different physical properties. The origin of these differences is to be

found in the different nominal filling of the t2g shell, by one, two and three electrons respectively.

For materials with a half-filled t32g shell such as SrMnO3 or LaCrO3, the ratio U/D ' 4 exceeds

substantially the Mott insulating critical value for this case (which is strongly reduced by the effect

of J). This explains why no metallic 3t32g oxides are known [1,66]. In contrast, the 3t12g cubic SrVO3

is a moderately correlated metal with γ/γLDA ∼ m∗/m ' 2 [1]. In this case, Uc is increased by

J and indeed LDA+DMFT calculations explicitely demonstrate [22], see also Sec. 7, that SrVO3

fBandwidths for cubic 3d TMOs are 2.6, 2.5, 2.4 eV for SrVO3, SrCrO3, SrMnO3, respectively. For 113 4d series

(in cubic structure), the values are: 3.8, 3.7, 3.6 eV for Mo, Tc, and Ru-compound, respectively. For 214 (in tetragonal

structure), the xy (xz) band-widths are 3.8(2.2), 3.6(1.8), 3.4(1.5), 3.1(1.3) eV, for Mo-, Tc-,Ru-, and Rh-compound,

respectively.
gThese materials were also explicitly simulated within LDA+DMFT. The main experimental properties are prop-

erly reproduced with only a mild variation of the interaction parameters [19,22,65].
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would be significantly more correlated [20] if J was 0. For 3t22g materials, within the same range of

U/D strongly correlated behavior caused by the Janus-faced action of J is expected. Cr-perovskites

are situated there, but unfortunately their synthesis necessitates high pressures, which limits the

purity of the samples. The experimental data so far is controversial: whereas initially SrCrO3 was

reported to be a paramagnetic metal [67], a more recent study finds a semiconducting resistivity

and strong dependence of magnetic susceptibility on temperature [68]. Overall, the series SrVO3 -

SrCrO3 -SrMnO3 beautifully illustrates the importance of the Hund’s coupling, and of the band

filling as a key control parameter.

Oxides of 4d transition metals are characterized by smaller values of U/D ' 1 − 2, due to the

larger bandwidths and smaller screened interaction associated with the more extended 4d orbitals.

We consider the series SrMO3 and Sr2MO4 with M = Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh (Fig.1). The Technetium

compounds are special among those. Because they have a half-filled t2g shell and given the rel-

evant value of U/D, these materials are located very close to the insulator to metal transition.

We are not aware of transport measurements on these compounds, but a recent study [69] reports

antiferromagnetism with a very large Néel temperature TN ' 1000 K for SrTcO3. Indeed, model

considerations suggest that the proximity to the Mott critical coupling leads to largest values of the

Néel temperature. This qualitative observation, together with quantitative LDA+DMFT calcula-

tions supporting it, was recently used to explain the observed magnetic properties of SrTcO3 [65].

The Mo-, Ru- and Rh- based compounds are metallic. Indeed, given the reduced U/D, it

is expected and observed in practice that oxides of the 4d series with a non half-filled t2g shell

are metallic, as long as the orbital degeneracy is not too strongly lifted. Ca2RuO4 , a rare

example of a 4d t42g insulator, has indeed strong structural distortions leading to a complete orbital

polarization [70]. Sr2MoO4 and Sr2RuO4 are symmetrically placed with respect to a half-filled

t2g shell, with one less and one more electron respectively, but their properties differ. Sr2RuO4

is considerably more correlated. An orbital average of the measured effective mass enhancements

yields m∗/m ∼ 2 for Sr2MoO4 (4t22g) [71] and ∼ 4 for Sr2RuO4 (4t42g) [1,72]. This distinction occurs

because the t2g density of states is not particle-hole symmetric: Sr2RuO4 has the Fermi level close

to a van Hove singularity and therefore a smaller effective bandwidth [19]. It is also clearly seen in

the model calculations of Fig. 1.

In Sr2RhO4 (4t52g) the mass enhancement is close to 2 [73, 74]. While this can be accounted for

within the simple model description of Fig. 1, recent work [75] suggests that the screened interaction

in this compound is smaller than in the other 4d oxides, but that the substantial renormalization

comes from lifting of the degeneracy as a combined result of distortions and spin-orbit coupling.

Obviously, the simple classification displayed on Fig. 1 strictly applies only to materials in which

the t2g states are degenerate. It should be complemented in general with a third axis, indicating the

strength of crystal fields and other terms that lift the t2g orbital degeneracy. These terms, which

appear due to the rotations of the octahedra (e.g. of the GdFeO3 type) and Jahn-Teller distortions,

are not negligible for all the materials considered on Fig. 1, but the success of the classification

suggests their effects are small. In many other cases the lifting of degeneracy is crucial, as discussed

in Sec. 6.5. Spin-orbit coupling in 4d oxides reaches 0.2eV and its effects on the correlations for

most of them remain to be investigated in details in the future.

Putting all such refinements aside, the big picture is that the materials at Janus-filling can

display Hund’s coupling-induced correlations while not being close to a Mott insulating state, and
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that a rich diversity of behaviour is observed depending on key control parameters such as filling,

coupling strength, crystal-field, location of van Hove singularity, etc... It is interesting in this

respect to contrast the properties of ruthenates (discussed in Sec. 7) to their rhodate equivalents

which are structurally and chemically close but have a single hole in the 4d-shell. Unlike their Ru

relatives, Rh compounds are paramagnets: Sr2RhO4 [73] is not an unconventional superconductor,

SrRhO3 [76] is not a ferromagnet and Sr3Rh2O7 [77] not a metamagnet with nematic behavior.

6.3 The non Fermi-liquid ‘spin-freezing’ regime

Here, we discuss the physics of the strongly correlated metallic phase induced by the Hund’s rule

coupling, corresponding to the pale-coloured region of Fig. 1.

Key features of this phase were pointed out in the pioneering work of Refs [18,17]. Deep within

this phase, the local moments freeze (hence the name ‘spin-freezing’ coined in [18]): the local spin

susceptibility at low-temperatures increases strongly [17] and the local spin-spin correlation function

〈Szi (0)Szi (τ)〉 does not decay at long times [18]. Furthermore, the authors of Ref. [18] discovered that

the electronic self-energy at low-frequency obtained from DMFT calculations is in strong contrast

to that of a Fermi-liquid and obeys a power-law behaviour Σ′′(ω) ∼ Γ + (ω/D)α + · · · . Near the

boundary of the spin-freezing regime, Γ is small at low-T and α ' 1/2. This is illustrated on Fig. 7,
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Figure 7: Self-energy in the ‘spin-freezing’ regime of the 3-orbital Hubbard-Kanamori model for 2

electrons in the band, as calculated by DMFT for U/D = 4 , J/U = 1/6. βD ≡ D/kT is the inverse

temperature normalized to the half-bandwidth. The plot displays ImΣ(iωn) on the Matsubara

frequency axis and emphasizes the (non Fermi-liquid) power-law behaviour ∼ (ω/D)1/2 [18] as well

as the very low-energy crossover into a Fermi liquid (inset).

where we display the results of DMFT calculations on the boundary of the spin-freezing regime at
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‘Janus’ filling-factor n = 2 and down to very low temperatures T/D = 1/100, · · · , 1/800. These

data also reveal (inset) that the power-law behaviour actually does not persist down to T = 0, and

that a crossover to Fermi-liquid behaviour is found for T < TFL. The Fermi liquid scale TFL is

extremely low however, which is another distinctive feature of this regime [17,19], and corresponds

to the strong suppression of the Kondo screening scale by Hund’s coupling discussed in Sec. 4. Note

that spin-flip terms are essential in restoring Fermi liquid behaviour at low-temperature [78,79].

Besides frozen local moments, the regime T > TFL has anomalous transport and optical properties

which differ from that of a Fermi liquid. Calculations in Ref. [17] report a large resistivity exceeding

the Mott-Ioffe-Regel criterion with weak temperature-dependence for temperatures much larger

than TFL, and a sharp drop upon entering the coherent regime. In the low-T Fermi-liquid, a small

value of the quasiparticle weight and a large effective mass (Fig. 1) are found. Non-Drude low-

frequency optical response σ(ω) ∼ ω−0.5 has been emphasized in Ref. [18]. Many other properties

of the spin-frozen regime remain to be worked out in details, such as a possible enhancement of

the thermoelectric power. In Sec. 7 and Sec. 8, we review the implications of the unconventional

properties of the bad-metal spin-frozen phase for the physics of ruthenates [18] and iron-based

superconductors [17], in connection with experimental observations.

Finally, let us emphasize that a precise theoretical understanding of the non Fermi-liquid be-

haviour Σ′′(ω) ∼ Γ + (ω/D)α + · · · and of the other unconventional properties of the spin-freezing

metallic regime is to a large extent an open and fascinating problem. Here, we provide a few pos-

sible hints for future work. The theoretical study [80] of the relevant 3-orbital impurity problem

with a local atomic hamiltonian (7) has established that the low-energy T = 0 fixed point is a

Fermi liquid. This is clear at half-filling nd = 3 where the orbital fluctuations are quenched (L = 0)

and the low-energy effective hamiltonian is a S = 3/2, K = 3-channel Kondo model, which is a

Fermi-liquid since K = 2S. In contrast, for nd = 2 (or nd = 4) the angular momentum is not

completely quenched in the S = L = 1 9-fold degenerate ground-state (table 1). The low-energy

fixed point does remain a Fermi-liquid however due to the appearance of a potential scattering

term in the effective hamiltonian obtained after eliminating high-energy states with a different va-

lence. This is consistent with the observation of Fermi liquid behaviour at a very low temperature

scale (above, and Fig. 7). It is tempting to speculate that the anomalous power-law behaviour

at intermediate temperature is associated with a crossover controlled by a non-Fermi liquid fixed

point obtained when this potential scattering term is absent. A strong-coupling analysis of the

effective hamiltonian (à la Nozières-Blandin) indeed reveals [80] a residual pseudospin-1/2 degree

of freedom, suggesting that this fixed point could be related to an overscreened 3-channel, spin-1/2

Kondo problem. Another possibility is the role played by the continuous line of non Fermi-liquid

fixed points [80] separating the behaviour of this model (for 2 ≤ nd ≤ 3) for ferromagnetic and

‘inverted’ antiferromagnetic Hund’s coupling. Very recently, the potential role of a ferromagnetic

Kondo coupling emerging at low energy has also been emphasized [81].

For another recent illustration of the potential relevance of non Fermi-liquid impurity fixed points

to the solid-state, in the context of iron pnictides, see Ref. [82].
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6.4 Spin-freezing and magnetic ordering

Another important issue is the possible development of inter-site spin correlations and magnetic

long-range order in the spin-freezing regime. With such a low coherence scale for quasiparticle

formation, a Doniach-type criterion would indeed suggest that this phase is prone to various kinds

of ordering. A very small amount of disorder could for example freeze the local moments into a

phase with spin-glass order. Recent observations [83] on Ca-substituted Sr2RuO4 indeed provide

experimental support to this possibility.

Another obvious possibility for local moments in the presence of a strong Hund’s coupling is

ferromagnetic ordering, as observed e.g. in SrRuO3. Ordering at a critical temperature higher

than the low coherence scale of the paramagnetic state is an efficient way to restore good metallic

transport. The direct transition from an incoherent bad metal into an ordered phase is a hallmark

of strong correlations. It is also a major challenge to theory since, in those circumstances, ordering

cannot be described as an instability of interacting Landau quasiparticles. Ref. [84] studied the

magnetic and orbitally ordered phases of the 3-orbital model considered in this section. Although

ferromagnetism is found for U large enough, an extended paramagnetic spin-freezing region is

nonetheless preserved at intermediate U and filling 2 . n . 4.

These issues deserve further studies, e.g. in the framework of cluster extensions of DMFT.

6.5 Competition between Hund’s coupling and crystal-field splitting

Up to now, we have considered situations with perfect orbital degeneracy. For this reason, the

general perspective on early TMOs provided in Sec. 6.2 applies mostly to materials with only small

deviations from perfect cubic symmetry and t2g orbital degeneracy. For many materials however,

it is crucial to take into account the lifting of orbital degeneracy induced by structural distortions.

The interplay between crystal-field effects and interactions leads to a rich diversity of possible

behaviours [2]. Here, we focus on the interplay with Hund’s coupling.

The key point is that the Hund’s rule coupling J and the crystal-field energy scale ∆ compete

with each other (see e.g. Refs [85, 86]). The former favors ‘orbital compensation’, i.e. tends to

equalize the different orbital populations so that the electrons distributed in all available orbitals

can take full advantage of the reduction of the Coulomb repulsion by the intra-atomic exchange.

The latter, in contrast, tends to populate most the lowest-lying orbitals, hence leading to ‘orbital

polarization’.

At a qualitative or model level, this competition can be discussed in general terms, whether the

crystal-field splitting refers to the splitting (10Dq) between t2g and eg states, or to the splitting

between states within the t2g (or eg ) manifold itself, due e.g. to a rotation of the oxygen octahedra

or to a Jahn-Teller distortion of these octahedra. In practice, one should keep in mind that the

order of magnitude of these two types of crystal-field splitting is quite different in TMOs: 1−2 eV’s

for the t2g -eg splitting, . 300 meV for the intra-t2g splitting.

The lifting of degeneracy due to crystal-field splitting directly affects the Mott critical coupling

and hence has important consequences for deciding whether a material is insulating or metallic.

The importance of this effect is best illustrated [87, 88] by the series SrVO3 , CaVO3 , LaTiO3 ,

YTiO3 , materials which all have a nominal d1 occupancy of the t2g shell and comparable values of

U and J . Nevertheless, SrVO3 and CaVO3 are metals (the latter more correlated than the former),
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while LaTiO3 and YTiO3 are Mott insulators (the latter with a larger gap ∼ 1 eV than the former

∼ 0.2 eV ). The reason for this is the increasing orthorombic distortion as one moves along the

series (starting with cubic SrVO3 ) due to the rotations of the oxygen octahedra.

A first effect of the crystal-field is to counteract the effect of J on the Mott gap [21]. In the d1

case, Hund’s coupling enhances Uc, as detailed in Sec. 3, causing cubic d1 oxides such as SrVO3 and

SrNbO3 to be metallic with moderate correlations. The crystal-field compensates this effect thus

enlarging again the Mott gap and contributing to the stronger correlations found in CaVO3 .

The distortion has then two further effects: it reduces the t2g bandwidth, and also lifts the

t2g degeneracy (by as much as ∼ 300 meV in YTiO3 ). The latter effect reduces Uc (Sec. 3).

Both effects increase correlations and are responsible [87] for LaTiO3 and YTiO3 being insulators.

These insulators have a substantial degree of orbital polarization: for those materials, the intra-

t2g splitting wins over Hund’s coupling. For a discussion of these effects in the model context, see

e.g. Refs.[89, 90].

BaVS3, a d1 material which is metallic at high-temperature is a case in which, in contrast, the

Hund’s rule coupling wins over the small (' 0.1 eV) intra-t2g splitting, leading to a compensation of

orbital populations. This has been proposed [91] to play a major role in explaining the development

of a charge-density wave insulating state at low-temperature in this material.

The competition between Hund’s coupling and the crystal-field is particularly dramatic in the

strong coupling large-U regime, where it can induce a transition between two different insulating

ground-states, from high-spin (HS) when Hund’s rule dominate to low-spin (LS) when crystal-field

dominates [92]. This has been the subject of several recent studies [37,93,94,95,96]. It can be simply

illustrated by considering a Hubbard-Kanamori model of two bands (bandwidth 2D) separated by

an on-site crystal-field energy 2∆ [37, 95, 96]. (For model studies of the crystal field vs. Hund

competition involving three orbitals, see e.g. Refs.[20, 21, 97]). The generic phase diagram of this

model in the half-filled case (two electrons per site) is depicted on Fig. 8 as a function of ∆/D and

U/D for a fixed ratio J/U .

The transition from a HS insulator to a LS insulator can be understood from simple energetics

in the limit of isolated atoms [95,96]. We neglect first, for simplicity, the spin-flip and pair-hopping

terms in the Kanamori hamiltonian. At small enough crystal-field, the ground-state has S = 1 and

orbital isospin T z = 0, corresponding to each orbital occupied by one electron. The energy of this

state is EHS = U − 3J −∆ + ∆ = U − 3J . At higher crystal-field, the LS ground-state with two

electrons in the lowest orbital (Sz = 0, T z = −1) has ELS = U − 2∆. Hence, for 2∆ < 3J , the HS

ground-state with compensated orbital populations is favoured, while the LS orbitally polarized

ground-state takes over for 2∆ > 3J . The energies of the lowest excited states with 1 and 3

electrons respectively read: E1 = −∆ and E3 = U + (U − 2J) + (U − 3J)− 2∆ + ∆ = 3U − 5J −∆.

Hence, the Mott gap in the zero-bandwidth limit ∆at = E3 + E1 − 2Egs reads, for density-density

interactions:

∆at = U + J − 2∆ (HS , 2∆ < 3J) , ∆at = U − 5J + 2∆ (LS , 2∆ > 3J) , (20)

In the presence of spin-flip and pair-hopping terms, only the expression of the LS energy is modified:

ELS = U −
√

(2∆)2 + J2. The HS/LS transition occurs at ∆ >
√

2J [37] and the atomic gap in

the LS case becomes: ∆LS
at = U − 5J − 2∆ + 2

√
(2∆)2 + J2.

Hence, for a half-filled shell, one sees that when Hund’s rule dominate (HS regime) the effective
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Figure 8: Competition between Hund’s coupling and crystal-field splitting: phase diagram (para-

magnetic phases only) of the two-orbital Hubbard-Kanamori model at half-filling, as a function of

crystal-field ∆/D and interaction strength U/D, for a fixed value of J/U = 0.25. Two insulating

phases are found, one with high-spin S = 1 (HS) and one with low-spin S = 0 (LS), together

with a metallic phase (in blue). Adapted from Ref. [37]. The three continuous lines denote simple

estimates (see text and [95,96]) of the transitions between these three states, based on the atomic

limit. Also depicted in red (dashed line) is the phase boundary separating the metallic phase (to

the left) from the insulating phase (to the right) for J = 0 (in this case, a LS insulator is always

found except at ∆ = 0). The arrows indicate how the phase boundaries move as J is increased.

U is increased (critical Uc decreased) by J (and decreased by ∆), as explained in Sec. 3, while the

opposite applies in the LS regime. By continuity with the metal to band-insulator transition at

U = 0 which occurs at 2∆ = 2D, the phase boundary between the metal and the LS insulator can

be approximately located by ∆LS
at = 2D. The metal/HS insulator boundary can be approximated

by ∆HS
at ' 2D. Note that in the r.h.s. of this expression, we have used the bandwidth as a

measure of kinetic energy, as appropriate for J 6= 0 because of the quenching of orbital fluctuations

(Sec. 3), while a larger value would be appropriate for J = 0. With these choices, the three

lines separating the HS (LS) insulator and the metallic phase cross at a single point and yield a

reasonable approximation to the phase boundaries calculated with DMFT (Fig. 8, [37, 95,96]).

In the weak-coupling small U regime, a calculation in the Hartree approximation [86, 85] yields

an effective crystal field ∆eff = ∆ + (U − 5J)δn, with δn the orbital polarization. Correspondingly,

the orbital polarizability reads χO = χ0
O/[1 − c(U − 5J)χ0

O]. Hence, the orbital polarizability is

enhanced by interactions if J < U/5 and suppressed if J > U/5 [85, 86]. These considerations

explain the slope of the phase boundary in Fig. 8 near the metal to LS insulator transition at small

U .
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HS/LS transitions have been recently considered and studied in details by Kuneš and coworkers

for three materials: MnO [93], α-Fe2O3 (formal valence d5) [94] and LaCoO3 (formal valence d6) [96]

along with corresponding LDA+DMFT calculations (see [95] for a review). In both α-Fe2O3 and

MnO a transition is observed between a low-pressure HS insulating phase (t32ge
2
g) and a high-pressure

LS metallic phase (at ∼ 50 GPa for α-Fe2O3 and ∼ 100 GPa for MnO). It is suggested [93, 94, 95]

that the transition in α-Fe2O3 is analogous to the HS/metal transition in Fig. 8, while that in

MnO is more in the ionic limit, analogous to the crossing between the HS and LS atomic ground-

states in Fig. 8 (note that for a d5 shell, the LS ground-state is not necessarily an insulator since

it has one hole in the t2g shell). These authors also suggest [96] that LaCoO3 is an example of

a material poised very close to the triple point where phase boundaries meet in Fig. 8. In this

circumstance, raising the temperature can lead to an entropy-driven spontaneous disproportionation

with translational symmetry breaking, the HS states occupying dominantly one sublattice and the

LS state the other. An effective Blume-Emery-Griffiths model (retaining only the HS↑, HS↓ and LS

states) was introduced to describe this physics. This electronic mechanism for disproportionation

should be contrasted to the elastic (lattice) mechanism proposed in the early work of Bari and

Sivardière [92]. Both effects are likely to conspire in the actual materials.

In this discussion, we limited ourselves to the paramagnetic phases and did not consider phases

with long-range magnetic or orbital ordering. This is a vast field beyond the limited goal of this

article, with a rich interplay between the Hund’s rule coupling, crystal-field and structural effects,

and superexchange and double-exchange magnetic interactions [2]. For studies of these issues at the

level of the two- and three-orbital Kanamori-Hubbard models, see e.g. Refs. [98,99,100,101,102,84].

6.6 Hund’s coupling as a band decoupler and orbital-selective physics

When orbital degeneracy is lifted by effects such as crystal-fields or different electronic structure of

the bands (e.g. different bandwidths), correlations can affect each band in a distinct manner. Here,

we emphasize that the Hund’s rule coupling enhances such an orbital differentiation, and acts, in

some aspects, essentially as a ‘band decoupler’.

An early work which stressed that J induces orbital differentiation is the NRG study of the two-

impurity composite-spin Kondo model (17) with unequal coupling strengths [11]. For this model,

the Kondo screening proceeds in two stages [8, 9]. As temperature is lowered the system first

approaches the unstable underscreened fixed point, at which only half of the total spin is screened,

and eventually reaches the fully screened Fermi liquid stable fixed point. The temperature below

which full screening applies can be much reduced by J [8, 11]. The Hund’s rule coupling not only

suppresses both respective Kondo temperatures, but also enhances their ratio (which can be seen

also by generalizing Eq. 18 to an orbitally-dependent case) and thereby the tendency towards orbital

differentiation.

The extreme form of orbital differentiation is when the carriers on a subset of orbitals get local-

ized, while others remain itinerant, a concept dubbed orbital-selective Mott phase (OSMP) [103].

In its simplest, almost trivial, form one can say that an OSMP is realized in double-exchange sys-

tems like the manganites La1−xSrxMnO3 where the t2g electrons form a localized core spin, while

the eg electrons are itinerant.

Many model studies have documented the occurrence of an OSMP and associated orbital-selective
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Mott transition (OSMT), and that the Hund’s rule coupling promotes these effects. The simplest

model is the two-band Hubbard-Kanamori model with unequal bandwidths D1 and D2, which

has been thoroughly investigated (see e.g. Ref. [104] for an extensive list of references). As the
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Figure 9: Orbital-selective Mott physics promoted by Hund’s coupling. (a) Phase diagram of a

3-band Hubbard model populated by 4 electrons, as a function of correlation strength U/D and

Hund’s coupling strength J/U . The crystal field lifts the 3-fold degeneracy so that the upper band is

half-filled and the lower two bands that remain degenerate contain 3 electrons. An orbitally-selective

Mott phase, in which the half-filled band has a gap is stabilized by J . Reproduced from [105]. (b)

Propagation of a charge excitation in two half-filled bands. The lower process leads to a state with

energy larger by J and is therefore suppressed [106, 107]. (c) As the interaction strength in the

two band model with unequal bandwidths is increased (top), the narrower band localizes first, and

the OSMP results (middle). A Mott insulator (bottom) is found only at a still larger interaction

strength.

correlation strength is increased (Fig. 9(a) from top to bottom), the narrower band localizes before

the wider one, if the bandwidth ratio D1/D2 is larger than a critical value. This critical ratio is

quite large ∼ 5 for J = 0 but already for small values of J/U an OSMT is possible when D1 and

D2 are of similar magnitude [108,109].

An OSMT can also happen in a system of bands of the same width in which the degeneracy is

broken by the crystal field. Following Ref. [105], consider a model of 3 bands of the same width

filled with 4 electrons, with a crystal field tuned such that there are 3 electrons in the lower two

degenerate bands and the higher band is half-filled. The half-filled band gets localized first and as

shown on Fig. 9(a), a robust OSMP is found for J > Jc, whose extent furthermore widens as J

is increased [105, 21]. This presumably happens because J diminishes the Mott gap of the lower

two bands (Sec. 3) occupied by a single hole. Whereas at a small J the increase of Uc by orbital

degeneracy plays a role [105], the main effect behind this robust OSMP is the different individual

band filling [21].
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The relevance of individual band-filling and the importance of J in promoting orbital-selective

physics can be understood by recognizing that J blocks orbital fluctuations [106, 107, 105]. Koga

et al. [106, 107] first noted that, for J > 0, an electron added in a specific orbital cannot gain

in delocalization energy from hopping processes involving an electron in another orbital (Fig 9b).

This keeps the respective Hubbard bands and thus the Mott gaps independent. The OSMT then

follows simply from the Mott transitions in each individual band, which happen for distinct values

of U (see Fig. 9c). The band decoupling accounts also for the behavior under doping: the OSMP

is stable [105,37], until the chemical potential exits from the widest gap (see also [106,104,110]).

The spin degrees of freedom become strongly inter-dependent when approaching the orbital-

selective phase [111] however. Indeed, in the OSMP the system is appropriately described by a

double-exchange model and behaves as a non-Fermi liquid, due to the scattering of the itinerant

electrons on the localized ones [79,112].

It should be noted that the model studies mentioned above aimed at unveiling the basic mecha-

nism of OSMT and disregarded the possibility of a long-range ordering. However, at low temper-

ature the local moments present in the OSMP carry extensive entropy and will tend to order [99].

Another possibility for the system to reduce the entropy is offered by inter-band hybridization,

which can favor a singlet ground state and replace an OSMP with a heavy Fermi-liquid at low

temperature [108,107,113]. However the coherence temperature of this metallic phase will be very

low if hybridization is small, and a selectively localized phase will be restored at finite temperature.

Likewise, even on the Fermi liquid side of the OSMT, the state at finite temperature might ressemble

the OSMP. Hence, although the occurrence of an OSMP as a stable zero-temperature phase is ques-

tionable, the general concept has relevance to situations in which an extended finite-temperature

regimes with strong orbital differentiation is observed.

To conclude our brief survey of OSMT, we turn to materials in which orbital-selective physics may

be relevant. The concept of OSMT was initially proposed [103] in order to explain the properties

of Ca2−xSrxRuO4 in which spin-1/2 local moments coexist with metallic transport for x < 0.5 [114,

115, 116]. This will be discussed in more details in Sec. 7.3.3. We shall also consider in Sec.8 the

relevance of orbital-selective physics to iron-based superconductors.

Other materials for which orbital-selective physics has been discussed are LiV2O4 [117, 118],

BaVS3 [91], V2O3 [119, 120], Hg2Ru2O7 [121] and CoO under pressure [122]. Following an early

suggestion of Goodenough [123], recent LDA+DMFT studies of elemental metallic α-Fe [124] sug-

gest that the d-electrons in t2g bands are itinerant, in contrast to the ones in eg bands which

form local moments due to Hund’s exchange. A similar situation was proposed for FeO under

pressure [125], but a different result (a high- to low- spin crossover) is reported from fully charge

self-consistent LDA+DMFT calculations [126]. Finally, the relevance of the OSMT concept to

heavy-fermion physics was recently discussed and reviewed by M. Vojta [127].

7 Ruthenates

In this section we give a brief overview on perovskite ruthenates An+1RunO3n+1 with A being Ca

or Sr. In these materials 4 electrons occupy the three t2g orbitals. Compared to the 3d TMOs, the

extended nature of 4d orbitals gives rise to moderate values of the screened interaction U ∼ 2eV

and broad bands W = 2D ∼ 3eV. The larger overlap of 4d orbitals with oxygens enhances the t2g -
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eg crystal field splitting. Hence, a high-spin state is not realized here in contrast to the isoelectronic

3d LaMnO3. In spite of U . W and 3-fold t2g orbital degeneracy, these materials are quite

correlated with specific heat enhancements γ/γLDA > 4.

7.1 Ruthenathes in a nutshell

The properties of a few widely-investigated ruthenates are listed in Table 2.

We start by the single-layer n = 1 compound. Sr2RuO4 has a body-centered tetragonal unit cell.

Below Tc = 1.5K it becomes superconducting. The unconventional superconductivity in a material

isostructural with LSCO cuprates generated wide interest. The superconductivity and normal state

properties are reviewed in [72,128]. Above Tc, Sr2RuO4 is a paramagnetic metal with Fermi-liquid

behavior at low temperatures. The carrier masses are enhanced with γ/γLDA ≈ 4. Despite the

(small) tetragonal splitting, 4/3 of an electron is found in each of the orbitalsh.

The 3-dimensional SrRuO3 is an itinerant ferromagnet with Curie temperature Tc = 160 K

(see [130] for a recent review). It crystallizes in a rhombohedral GdFeO3 structure, in which

the octahedra are tilted by ∼ 10 degrees from an ideal cubic structure, see, e.g. [131]. Optical

spectroscopy revealed Reσ(ω) ∝ ω−0.5 [132, 133]. Despite this anomalous dependence, at low

temperatures quantum oscillations [129] and strict T 2 resistivity below 15K have been found [134].

Specific heat enhancements γ/γLDA = 3.7 [135] and 4.4 [136] have been reported.

The bi-layer compound Sr3Ru2O7 is a paramagnetic metal. It is situated very close to the

metamagnetic quantum critical point which is reached upon applying a magnetic field of 7.9 Tesla

along the c-axis [137]. At very low temperatures, an electronic nematic state forms (see [138] for a

review). The carrier masses are strongly enhanced, with γ/γLDA ∼ 10 at zero-field. A T 2 resistivity

is observed below 7K [134].

Table 2 contains also two Ca- substituted ruthenathes. The smaller Ca ion causes a stronger

distortion of the lattice. The infinite-layer compound CaRuO3 has a stronger rhombohedral dis-

tortion than SrRuO3 with octahedra tilted by 17 degrees [131], is paramagnetic and has a large

γ = 74 mJ/molK2 [139] corresponding to an enhancement ∼ 7 over LDA value. Compared to

SrRuO3 the mass enhancement is larger most likely because CaRuO3 is not ferromagnetic. Similar

anomalous dependence of optical conductivity as in the Sr- compound is found [140,141]. Down to

a few Kelvin ρ ∝ T 1.5 [134].

hIn LDA a slight polarization in favor of xz-yz orbitals is found. The discrepancy between theory and quantum-

oscillation experiment [129] is diminished if the atomic physics (Hund’s coupling) is treated appropriately, such as in

LDA+DMFT [19].

Compound Magnetic order γ/γLDA ρ ∝ T 2 Remarks

Sr2RuO4 PM 4 < 25 K unconv. SC < 1.5 K

SrRuO3 FM < 160 K 4 < 15 K σ ∝ ω−0.5

Sr3Ru2O7 PM 10 < 10 K MM QCP and nematicity

CaRuO3 PM 7 T 1.5 > 2 K σ ∝ ω−0.5, γ = γFL + log(T )

Ca2RuO4 AF < 110 K 7 7 insulator < 310 K

Table 2: Ruthenates in a nutshell.
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Ca2RuO4 is the only insulating ruthenate. Following a structural distortion, it becomes insulating

below 365K [142] and orders antiferromagnetically below 110K [143]. The insulating state has been

explained [70] in terms of the complete filling of the xy orbital which occurs due to the compression of

oxygen octahedra along the c-axis in the low-temperature S-Pbca structure, followed by a transition

to a Mott insulator which occurs in the narrower bands spanned by the xz, yz orbitals with W < U .

The phase-boundary can be shifted by application of pressure [144]. Interestingly, upon substituting

a few percent of Ru for Cr, a negative thermal expansion is found [145].

7.2 Origin of correlations

Overall, the ruthenates exhibit several remarkable properties signalling a correlated metallic state,

with the carrier masses significantly enhanced over the LDA predictions. Where do the strong

correlations come from ?

In several 3d oxides, the strong correlations appear due to the proximity to a Mott insulating

state, as revealed e.g. by the pronounced Hubbard bands observed in photoemission spectroscopy.

On Fig. 10 we plot the LDA+DMFT t2g density-of-states for a 3d oxide SrVO3, and compare it

to the data from (inverse-) photoemission spectroscopy. The data show the quasi-particle band

(visible to a lesser extent in the inverse photoemission and low-energy photoemission) and also

the signatures of the Hubbard bands. Whereas the upper Hubbard band overlaps also with the

eg states and can thus not be identified unambiguously, the oxygen contribution to the spectra is

easily identifiable (large peak below 3eV) and has been subtracted out from the data in Ref. [147].

On Fig. 10(b) the data is plotted for Sr2RuO4. Encouraging agreement with experiment is also

found there. Comparing the two materials, one sees that the Hubbard bands have a larger separation

in the case of SrVO3, corresponding to the larger value of the interaction for this compound. The

peak-to-peak distance between the Hubbard bands in the two compound differs by an amount

corresponding to the respective Ueff = U − 3J values.

Fig. 10(c) displays the imaginary part of the LDA+DMFT self-energies on the Matsubara axis

ωn = (2n+1)πkT . For SrVO3, the larger U/W induces large values of ImΣ(iωn) at large frequencies.

At smaller frequencies well defined quasi-particles are rapidly recovered: the data points are linearly

aligned and intercept the y-axis with a small slope (corresponding to Z ∼ 0.5) and at a small

value corresponding to a scattering rate Γ = ImΣ(i0+) � kT . In contrast, Sr2RuO4 displays

weaker correlations (smaller |ImΣ| ) at high frequency, but those correlations turn stronger at low

frequency, giving rise to a large slope corresponding to Z = 0.2 for the xy and Z = 0.3 for the

xz orbital. Note that the correlations are weaker for the xz, yz orbitals in spite of their smaller

bandwidth (which is therefore not a crucial physical ingredient here). Indeed, quantum oscillations

experiments reveal that the largest mass renormalization ∼ 5 correspond, surprisingly [151], to the

widest xy band.

The persistence of correlations to low energies in Ru- but not in the V-compound is suggestive

of the Hund’s rule coupling. This binds a pair of holes on a Ru-ion into a high spin (Table 1),

but does not affect the single-electron ground state multiplet of the n = 1 SrVO3 compound. On

Fig 10(c) we also show the LDA+DMFT results for J = 0. For SrVO3, suppressing J increases

correlations at all frequencies, and brings the material in proximity to a Mott insulating state.

Indeed, at Ueff = 5eV, a Mott insulator is found within a t2g description. In contrast, for Sr2RuO4
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Figure 10: Strong correlations from Hund’s coupling in ruthenates. (a) The SrVO3

t2g LDA+DMFT density-of-states (DOS) compared to the results of the X-ray photoemis-

sion (PES) [146,147] and inverse-photoemission (BIS) [146]. High energy PES [147] is more sensitive

to the d-states and resolves better the quasi-particle DOS. (b) The Sr2RuO4 LDA+DMFT density-

of-states compared to the valence-band PES from Ref. [148], high-energy PES [149] and X-ray

absorption spectroscopy (XAS) [150]. (c) Imaginary part of the Matsubara self-energies. The re-

sults at the physical values of the interactions U = 2.3eV, J = 0.4eV for Sr2RuO4 and U = 4.5eV,

J = 0.6eV for SrVO3 are compared also to the results with the same U but J = 0. (d) Table (from

Ref. [19]) displaying the mass enhancements m∗/mLDA = Z−1 = 1 − ∂Σ(z)/∂z|z=0+ for each or-

bital. The coherence temperature T ∗ is defined as the highest temperature where ZImΣ(0+) ≤ kT
holds for both orbitals.

setting J = 0 does not influence much the correlations at higher energies in spite of the increased

Ueff . On the other hand, the low frequency correlations disappear. Such behavior is found also

in LDA+DMFT calculations for other ruthenathes, thus indicating that the strong correlations in

these compounds are due to the Hund’s rule coupling.
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7.3 Physical consequences of correlations induced by the Hund’s rule coupling

7.3.1 Coherence-incoherence crossover in Sr2RuO4 Together with the large mass

enhancements, the scale below which Fermi liquid behaviour applies is found to be quite low in

Sr2RuO4 . The crossover out of the Fermi liquid is seen by several experimental probes. Despite

a large anisotropy (with ρc/ρab > 1000 at low T ), the in-plane ρab and out-of-plane ρc resistivity

both initially increase as T 2 up to TFL = 25K [152]. At a temperature 130K ρc reaches a maximum

and diminishes if the temperature is raised further. Conversely ρab retains metallic dependence and

increases up to the highest temperature (1300K) measured [153] without any sign of saturation.

In addition to transport, ARPES [154, 155] and NMR [156] also reveal a low coherence scale. In

ARPES quasi-particles persist up to 150 K, in NMR Korringa law 1/T1 ∝ T is seen only below

50 K.

A theoretical calculation within LDA+DMFT [19] has accounted for many aspects of the exper-

iments. A coherence scale T ∗ was defined by comparing the inverse quasiparticle lifetime to kT ,

and the Hund’s coupling was shown to be essential in explaining the low value of T ∗ (Fig. 10).

Quantitative agreement with ARPES and NMR was found. Curves shown on Fig. 10 are based

on the unpublished data from that work. The table, Fig. 10(d) displays the mass renormalizations

and coherence scale as a function of J . A larger mass renormalization is found for the xy orbital

(γ-band), in agreement with experiment. This has been related to the proximity to the van-Hove

singularity in the xy band. Note that this differentiation between the xy and xz, yz bands occurs

only once the Hund’s rule coupling is turned on, due to the ’orbital-decoupling’ action of J , dis-

cussed elsewhere in this review (Sec. 6.6). The proximity to a van-Hove singularity thus cooperates

with J to make ruthenates strongly correlated materials, despite their small U/W -ratio.

7.3.2 Non-Fermi-liquid behavior in SrRuO3 and CaRuO3. In ruthenates, the resis-

tivity at very high temperatures exceeds [157] the Mott-Ioffe-Regel limit. Nevertheless, at low

temperatures T < TFL electrons in ruthenates form a Fermi-liquid. The signatures of the Fermi-

liquid behavior such as the observation of quantum oscillations and the T 2 law in resistivity has by

now been seen in all metallic ruthenates, very recently also on thin-film samples of CaRuO3 below

2K, measured in P. Gegenwart’s group at the time this article is being written (M. Schneider et

al., unpublished). The Fermi-liquid temperature TFL, on the other hand, is quite small, and the

ruthenates provide a tantalizing ground for trying to identify their behaviour for T > TFL in terms

of a universal but non-Fermi liquid regime. So far, the most successful such identification has been

in the measurements of optical conductivity in SrRuO3 and CaRuO3 [132, 133, 141, 130]. Fig. 11

from Ref. [141] summarizes this data. It shows that ω/T scaling applies and that the optical con-

ductivity at large enough frequencies obeys σ1(ω) ∼ ω−1/2. Another signature of the non-Fermi

liquid, which is seen in CaRuO3 [158] and in Ca substituted Sr2RuO4 [116] is a log(T ) correction

to C/T . The origin of this has not been clarified yet. In particular it remains to be shown whether

it is an intrinsic property of the correlated state with a low-coherence scale. We notice that the

few lowest temperature data points of Ref. [158] display saturation of C/T and may be indicative

of the eventual formation of a Fermi liquid below 3K.

Overall, it is quite tempting to associate [18] the NFL regimes observed in SrRuO3 and CaRuO3 to

the power-laws found in the ‘spin-freezing’ regime for T > TFL discussed in Sec. 6.3. Obviously,

this fascinating possibility deserves further investigations.
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Figure 11: Non Fermi Liquid behaviour in SrRuO3 and CaRuO3, possibly related to Hund’s cou-

pling physics and ‘spin freezing’. Left panel: resisivity vs. T 0.5. Right panel: Optical conductivity

showing 1/ω1/2 behaviour and ω/T scaling. From Ref. [141].

7.3.3 Ca2−x Srx RuO4, heavy carriers and orbital selectivity. Partial substitution

of Ca into Sr2RuO4 leads to a rich physics and phase diagram [116]. The smaller size of Ca induces

rotations of octahedra which appear first at x = 1.5 and progressively become more pronounced with

diminishing x until reaching almost 13 degrees at x = 0.5. A strong ferromagnetic enhancement

of the magnetic susceptibility with Curie-Weiss behaviour corresponding to an S = 1/2 moment is

found in a wide range 0.2 . x . 1.5 [114]. Note that one would expect an S = 1 moment for an

isolated Ru atom with 4 electrons. At 0.2 < x < 0.5 a weak rhombohedral distortion appears [159].

Below x = 0.2, stronger rhombohedral distortions with compressed octahedra lead to an insulating

state, see discussion on Ca2RuO4 above.

Especially interesting is the regime close to the structural transition at x = 0.5. The coexistence

of metallic transport with an S = 1/2. Curie-Weiss magnetic susceptibility has inspired Anisimov

et al. to propose that an orbitally-selective Mott transition (OSMT) occurs [103]. In this scenario,

1/3 of an electron would be transferred from the metallic xy band, and the 3 electrons in the nar-

rower xz, yz bands would localize. However, there is by now much experimental evidence against

this proposal, the most direct being the ARPES observation of all three Fermi surface sheets [160].

The unchanged-position of the nesting-induced peaks at incommensurate wave-vectors in the sus-

ceptibility [159] also suggest that the charge-transfer does not occur.

In fact, it is the xy− band that displays the strongest correlations and the heaviest carriers. This

is already the case for Sr2RuO4, as discussed above. With diminishing x, the correlations gradually

become stronger, as evidenced by the decrease of TFL (identified as the scale below which ρ ∝ T 2)

and by the increase of the specific heat coefficient γ. Close to x = 0.5 the carriers become very

heavy, with γ ∼ 250 mJ/molK2, about 20 times the LDA value. The optical spectroscopy data [161]
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points at a mass enhancement associated mainly with the xy band. Similar indications follow from

the polarized neutron diffraction study at x = 0.5, which found that, in the presence of a magnetic

field, the moment is on the xy-orbitals and the adjacent oxygen sites [162]. ARPES data at x = 0.2

is controversial, one study reporting all the Fermi sheets [163] whereas another study does not see

the xy sheet [164].

In our view, a possible comprehensive explanation of this rich behaviour is reached by recog-

nizing that the effects of the Hund’s rule coupling and of the proximity to a van-Hove singularity,

responsible for heavy carriers and orbital differentiation in the undistorted Sr2RuO4, become am-

plified by structural distortions in Ca2−x SrxRuO4. Certainly, the value of J does not change upon

rotations of the octahedra, however the effective band-widths do. Indeed, the dominant effect is

the narrowing of the band originating from the in-plane xy-orbitals [165]. The effects of J on

the electrons with lower Fermi velocity, and its ’band-decoupling’ action leads to poorly screened

moments on xy orbitals and incoherent carriers. This accounts for the S = 1/2 Curie-Weiss sus-

ceptibility even though strict OSMT may not occur. In fact, at higher temperatures, a S = 1/2

moment is observed in an extended range 0.2 < x < 1.5. Below x = 0.5 when the octahedra also

tilt, the xz, yz-derived bands narrow down and the corresponding correlations increase, as perhaps

indicated by the build-up of incommensurate magnetic fluctuations. These qualitative ideas call

for a detailed study using LDA+DMFT techniques.

The poorly screened moments are susceptible to ordering at low temperature. Close to the

x = 0.5 critical point, Nakatsuji et al [116] found a history-dependent magnetization compatible

with the build-up of short-range ferromagnetic ordering. The phase diagram has very recently been

refined in a µSR study, which revealed subtle signatures of spin-glass ordering with moments below

0.2µB at most Ca concentrations [83].

Finally, in the Ca-rich region 0 < x < 0.2, antiferromagnetic insulator is found, with properties

that of the x = 0 end-compound Ca2RuO4 discussed above. The metal-insulator transition coincides

with the structural transition from L-Pbca to S-Pbca. The transition temperature diminishes with

increasing x and vanishes a bit below x = 0.2. Only the rotations and tilts are not sufficient to

turn a ruthenate insulating, a compression of the octahedra realized in the S-Pbca phase which

completely polarizes the orbitals is needed.

8 Iron-based superconductors as Hund’s correlated metals

The recent discovery of high-temperature superconductivity [166,167] in iron pnictides and chalco-

genides, has generated considerable interest (for reviews see e.g. Refs. [168,169]). Obviously in the

limited space of this article we will not attempt to cover the intensive research performed on the

subject. We will rather focus on the importance of the Hund’s coupling for the physics of these

compounds.

Right from their discovery, the degree of electronic correlation in these materials has been de-

bated, with views ranging from the itinerant limit with magnetic correlations induced by nest-

ing [170, 171], all the way to localized magnetism [172]. The importance of electronic correlations

while keeping a metallic description has been emphasized early on in Refs. [173] and [17].

In our view, it has now become clear that these materials do display important effects of electronic

correlations. From a phenomenological standpoint (looking for example at the Drude weight,
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specific heat enhancement, renormalization of bandwidth and Fermi velocities, etc.), the degree of

correlation clearly increases when going over the different materials, in the order (from weaker to

stronger correlation effects): 1111 pnictides (such as LaFeAsO), 122 (such as BaFe2As2), 111 (such

as LiFeAs) and, at the more strongly correlated end [174], the 11 chalcogenides (FeSe, FeTe). An

issue which is still controversial is whether these differences are mainly due to variations in the

structural properties with similar interaction strengths (F 0, JH) [4, 175] or whether it is essential

to take into account an increase of the interactions, especially for the 11 chalcogenides [176, 177,

178,179,78,180]. By and large, the big picture is nonetheless that the correlations are important.

The key role of the Hund’s coupling has been recognized early on for these materials. In a

pioneering article, Haule and Kotliar [17] proposed that Hund’s coupling may indeed be responsible

for the correlation effects and thus for the unconventional aspects of the metallic state. Within

5-bands LDA+DMFT calculations, they found that the Hund’s coupling dramatically reduces the

coherence scale T ∗ below which a metal with Pauli susceptibility is found, leaving an incoherent

metal with local moments for T > T ∗ (see Fig.12a). It was also recognized early on [183] that

the Hund’s coupling is responsible for the formation of the iron-local moment in these compounds.

This is consistent with X-ray spectroscopy [184] which reported a large value of J ∼ 0.8 eV .

Unexpectedly, in the magnetic state, the LSDA was found to overestimate the size of the ordered

magnetic moments (∼ 2µB, whereas experiments yield moments < 1µB). The LDA being a static

theory, a possible way of interpreting this is that magnetic moments undergo important dynam-

ical fluctuations. Indeed, in Refs. [185, 186], Hansmann and coworkers performed LDA+DMFT

calculations of the local spin-spin correlation function χloc(τ) = 〈Sz(0) · Sz(τ)〉 in the paramag-

netic phase and looked at the short-time (high-energy) fluctuating local moment, finding that its

instantaneous value 〈~S2〉 is rather large but rapidly decays (after typically a few femtoseconds) due

to the screening in a metallic environment. The value mloc = gµB[3χloc(τ = 0)]1/2 ' 3.68µB was

found for LaFeAsO, with a similar value reported in Ref. [187] and somewhat larger in Ref. [4] i.

This corresponds (from m2
loc = (gµB)2Seff(Seff + 1)) to an effective spin per iron atom Seff & 1.4.

From neutron scattering, Liu et al. [181] report a smaller value mloc ' 1.8µB (Seff ' 1/2) for

BaFe2As2
j. The χ

′′
loc(ω) they find is compared to LDA+DMFT calculations and the agreement

supports the notion of a local moment formed at a high-energy, with little influence of doping on

the high-energy spectrum. Furthermore, the maximum of χ′′loc(ω) was found to be at ∼ 200 meV,

corresponding to a fluctuation time-scale of ∼ 20fs. Note that this energy scale (resp. time-scale) is

an order of magnitude smaller (resp. longer) than the bare electronic bandwidth (' 4 eV). Indeed,

a weak-coupling itinerant picture based on an RPA calculation [181, 186] would yield a time-scale

about 10 times shorter and vertex corrections were found to be crucial (see Fig. 12b). Experi-

mental support for the formation of a sizeable fluctuating local moment at high-energy also stems

from from fast spectroscopic probes such as X-ray absorption [188, 189] and core-level photoemis-

sion [190]. The importance of the Hund’s coupling in properly accounting also for the magnetic

long-range order of these compounds k has been emphasized by theoretical studies both from the

iThe actual values reported in these two articles correspond only to g
√

〈S2
z 〉 and should be multiplied by

√
3

jImχloc(ω) can be probed by neutrons and its integral can be related to the value of the moment. However,

because neutrons only reach frequencies of order a few 100meV’s which is an order of magnitude too low, reduced

values of the moment can be expected from such experiments.
kThe nesting picture has been shown to be unable to describe some key aspects of the SDW ordered phase, such
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Figure 12: Iron-based superconductors as ‘Hund’s metals’. a. Temperature-dependence of the

local susceptibility for a 5-band LDA+DMFT description of LaO1−xFxFeAs, revealing the sensi-

tivity to Hund’s coupling (from Ref. [17]). b. RPA and LDA+DMFT calculations of χ′′loc(ω) in

absolute units for BaFe2As2 and BaFe1.9Ni0.1As2 (from Ref. [181]). c.-d. Spin-freezing region

with power-law non Fermi-liquid (NFL) self-energy: (c) For doped BaFe2As2, as obtained in the

LDA+DMFT study of Ref. [182], (d) Schematic boundary in the U vs. filling diagram (from

Ref.[180]), illustrating the stronger correlations in the chalcogenides.

strong coupling [191,192,4, 187] and weak coupling viewpoints [183,193].

As mentioned above, it has first been proposed in Ref. [17] that the Hund’s coupling, besides

causing moment formation at high-energy, is also responsible for the low energy correlation effects

in the metallic phase of these compounds, hence making them ‘Hund’s metals’ (a term coined in

Ref. [4]). This point of view has been further confirmed and elaborated upon in several theoretical

studies, mostly based on the LDA+DMFT methodology. Aichhorn and coworkers[179] and Liebsch

and Ishida[180] found that the chalcogenide FeSe displays local moments down to low temperature,

together with ‘bad metallic’ behaviour characterized by a large scattering rate for some of the

orbitals. This is a manifestation of the ‘spin-freezing’ behaviour discussed in Sec. 6.3. These

as the difference in the magnetic ordering of BaFe2As2and FeTe [183].
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calculations also reveal a strong tendency to orbital differentiation (present in all materials but more

pronounced for the chalcogenides [179, 180, 4, 194, 81]), with the t2g -like orbitals more correlated

than the eg ones (see below). The importance of Hund’s coupling for LiFeAs was also emphasized

recently in Ref. [194].

The non-Fermi liquid power law regime associated with the onset of the spin-freezing behaviour

(Sec. 6.3) has been revealed very clearly in a recent study of doped BaFe2As2 [182]. The crossover

line between the Fermi-liquid and non-Fermi liquid power-law behaviours found by these authors

as a function of doping and temperature is reproduced in Fig.12c. Very recently, such power-laws

have been reported and discussed for chalcogenides as well [81]. Based on these studies and on

the general considerations presented earlier in this article, one may want to position the different

Fe-based material on a diagram similar to the one of Fig. 1, as a function of the filling of the d-shell

and strength of interaction, see Fig.12d. It is seen that hole-doping takes these materials deeper into

the strongly correlated spin-freezing regime and electron doping restores a more itinerant Fermi

liquid behaviour. With this perspective in mind, some authors have recently pictured the hole-

doped materials as being in the proximity of the d5 Mott insulating state i.e as derived from this

insulator by electron doping [180, 195, 196]. We note in this respect that the Mn-based materials,

with nominal d5 composition, are indeed insulators [197], as expected from the much lower value

of Uc for a half-filled shell.

Insights into the qualitative difference between Mott-correlated and Hund-correlated metals have

been obtained within LDA+DMFT by focusing on atomic histograms [175, 4]. These histograms

register the probability of occurrence of each atomic state, resolved with respect to the atomic charge

and the energy of the state. They reveal that charge fluctuations are substantial in these materials,

in contrast to a metal close to a Mott transition in which valence fluctuations are suppressed. Here

in contrast, the probability is highest for N = 6 and N = 7 states, is still sizeable for N = 5

and non-negligible for N = 4, N = 8 states. Furthermore, within a given N the high-spin atomic

ground state has the largest probability [175], but other states are also often visited, unlike in heavy

fermions. It is also argued [4, 175] that, since the most probable N = 6 and N = 7 states span

an energy range of over 6eV, this broadens the atomic excitations (Hubbard bands) and makes

them difficult to be resolved in photoemission spectroscopy, explaining why they are actually not

observed. These considerations highlight the itinerant nature of these systems, yet dominated by

the correlation effects due to Hund’s rule coupling. Note that valence fluctuations on individual

sites imply a corresponding change of the local effective interaction (Sec. 3,[5]). Local aspects of

this physics are fully taken into account by DMFT, but inter-site correlations may also play a role

and require a treatment beyond single-site DMFT.

On the experimental side, optical measurements have been interpreted as revealing the impor-

tance of the Hund’s rule coupling. Besides a reduction of the Drude weight and thus of the electron

kinetic energy [198] which testifies for correlations, optical measurements on BaFe2As2 show that

the spectral weight
∫ Ω

0 σ(ω)dω is suppressed upon cooling down around 3000 cm−1, the lost spectral

weight being recovered above 8000 cm−1. This energy scale, first reported in Hu et al. [199], is

interpreted as a signature of Hund’s coupling [200,201].

Soon after the discovery of high-Tc superconductivity in iron pnictides it was also pointed out [105,

202] that the general features of the electronic structure of these materials constitute an ideal ground

for orbital-selective physics caused by electronic correlations, and for the formation of localized
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magnetic moments coexisting with metallic properties. An important mechanism is the role of

”band-decoupler” played by the Hund’s coupling, discussed in Sec. 6.6.

Indeed several theoretical studies [179, 203, 204, 4, 205, 206, 194] have reported strong orbital dif-

ferentiation (e.g. in the degree of coherence), in particular in the arguably more strongly correlated

iron chalcogenides, or in pnictides for correlation strengths somewhat larger than the physical es-

timate[207]. In general, t2g orbitals in these calculations show stronger mass enhancements and

lower coherence than the eg’s. In parallel, phenomenological models based on the coexistence of

localized and itinerant electrons were developed in order to explain the magnetic and superconduct-

ing properties of iron pnictides [208] and their evolution under pressure [209]. Note however that

there is not necessarily a direct connection between these two components (localized and itinerant)

and the two types of orbitals (t2g , eg ). Superexchange between well-formed local moments has

been suggested as an explanation for both the collinear AF order coexisting with metallic proper-

ties, and the linear dependence on temperature of the magnetic susceptibility in the paramagnetic

phase (although Ref. [210] reproduces this behaviour, already in a purely local picture, due to

orbital differentiation). Fluctuating local moments also hint at a possible pairing mechanism for

superconductivity through spin fluctuations.

On the experimental side, several evidences for the coexistence of local moments and itinerant

electrons have been reported. Inelastic neutron scattering on FeTe0.35Se0.65 [211] show a signifi-

cant temperature independent magnetic moment (obtained by integrating the magnetic spectral

weight up to 12meV), indicating that a large energy scale (i.e. states at an energy much larger

than the temperature) is involved in the formation of this moment. A picture based on itinerant

(albeit renormalized) electrons alone cannot explain such a magnetic response. Analogously, nu-

clear magnetic resonance data on FeSe0.42Se0.58 [212] show a Knight shift scaling with the local

spin susceptibility measured by electron paramagnetic resonance and not with the bulk magnetic

susceptibility, an evidence interpreted as arising, in pure single crystalline samples, from intrinsi-

cally localized states coupled to quasiparticles. ARPES measurements of the Fermi velocity in each

Fermi surface sheet, in the arguably less correlated potassium-doped BaFe2As2 reported orbital

dependent mass renormalizations [213]. Accordingly, a model of two electronic fluids with differ-

ent coherence properties was needed to interpret the magnetoresistance data in the cobalt-doped

compound [214].

Overall, a substantial orbital differentiation, induced by Hund’s coupling, in the degree of corre-

lation and localization of the conduction electrons associated with the different Fe orbitals appears

to play a role in the physics of iron-based superconductors. To what extent and how strongly in

each family of materials is still an issue for future investigation.

Finally, let us emphasize that Hund’s coupling-induced correlations are relevant to other iron

compounds [215], such as e.g. FeSi [216,217].

9 Conclusion - Future Directions

In this article, we have emphasized that the Hund’s coupling plays an essential role in the physics of

multi-orbital materials. It induces strong electronic correlations in itinerant materials which are not

in close proximity to a Mott insulating state. This is especially relevant to transition-metal oxides

of the 4d series and to iron pnictides and chalcogenides. A global picture has recently emerged,
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which has been reviewed in this article.

Some key questions remain unanswered however, to be addressed in future investigations. As

reviewed above, the Fermi liquid scale TFL is strongly reduced by the Hund’s coupling, and a non

Fermi-liquid state with frozen local moments and power-law self-energy applies for T > TFL. A

precise theoretical understanding of this regime is still missing however. Is this regime associated

with a specific unstable fixed point of the underlying effective impurity model, within a single-site

DMFT approach ? This would yield the fascinating possibility that there is something universal

to be learnt about the crossover between the very high-temperature regime of quasi isolated atoms

and the very low-temperature Fermi liquid.

Much work also remains to be done about the interplay of the effects described in this article

with magnetic long-range order, a topic to which we have devoted only little discussion. How the

development of inter-site magnetic correlations modifies the local picture reviewed here is to be

addressed using other approaches, such as cluster extensions of DMFT.

Although several indications of the key role played by the Hund’s coupling have been reviewed

in this article, a direct ‘smoking-gun’ evidence would be invaluable.

Finally, there are some important topics that we have not covered in this article. These include:

the role of Hund’s coupling in stabilizing the ferromagnetic state [218] in transition metals and

other materials; the physics of negative (antiferromagnetic) Hund’s coupling, which can occur due

to the Jahn-Teller coupling and is important for the physics of fullerides [219]; the possibility of

Hund’s coupling mediated pairing and superconductivity (see e.g. [220,221]); the role of the Hund’s

coupling in heavy fermion compounds and in low-dimensional systems. Last but not least, the

interplay of the Hund’s coupling with the spin-orbit coupling is a topic of considerable current

interest and of special relevance to the physics of transition-metal oxides of the 5d series.
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A Appendix: Two-orbital hamiltonian

In this appendix, we provide details on the different hamiltonians relevant to the case of two orbitals. The

orbital isospin generators read in this case (with ~τ the Pauli matrices):

~T =
1

2

∑
σ

d+mσ~τmm′dm′σ (21)

The expression of the five terms in the generalized Kanamori hamiltonian HGK, Eq. (3), read in terms of

charge, spin and orbital-isospin generators:∑
m n̂m↑n̂m↓ = N̂2/4 + T 2

z − N̂/2 ,
∑
m 6=m′ n̂m↑n̂m′↓ = −S2

z − T 2
z + N̂/2∑

m<m′,σ n̂mσn̂m′σ = N̂2/4 + S2
z − N̂/2 (22)∑

m6=m′ d
+
m↑dm↓ d

+
m′↓dm′↑ = (~S2 − ~T 2)/2 + T 2

z − S2
z ,

∑
m 6=m′ d

+
m↑d

+
m↓ dm′↓dm′↑ = T 2

x − T 2
y

Note also the relation:

(N̂ − 2)2 + 2~S2 + 2~T 2 = 4 (23)

As for t2g , the Kanamori hamiltonian (2) is exact for an eg doublet, but in this case cubic symmetry itself

implies that U ′ = U − 2J [30]. The eg Kanamori hamiltonian can be written as:

Heg = (U − J)
N̂(N̂ − 1)

2
+ 2J(T 2

x + T 2
z )− JN̂ (24)

It is seen that no continuous orbital symmetry remains, due to the total quenching of orbital angular

momentum for an eg doublet. For a spherically symmetric atom, U and J can again be related to Racah-

Slater parameters, as [30] :

U = U ′ + 2J = F 0 +
4

49
F 2 +

4

49
F 4 = A+ 4B + 3C , J =

3

49
F 2 +

5

147
F 4 = 4B + C (25)

The generalized Kanamori hamiltonian (3) can also be written in terms of the different generators as:

1

4
(U + U ′ − J + JX)(N̂ − 2)2 + JX ~T

2 + (U − U ′ − JX)T 2
z + (JX − J)S2

z + JP (T 2
x − T 2

y ) (26)

in which we have focused on the particle-hole symmetric case, hence omitting a term N̂(U + 2U ′ − J)/2.

Two special cases are worth mentioning, for future reference:

• Full spin and orbital invariance U(1)C ⊗ SU(2)S ⊗ SU(2)O is realized for JP = 0, JX = J and

U ′ = U − J (note: not U ′ = U − 2J). This actually applies to an arbitrary number of orbitals, and

yields the hamiltonian Eq. (12) introduced by Dworin and Narath [45] in the context of magnetic

impurities:
1

2
(U − J

2
)(N̂ − 2)2 + J ~T 2 =

1

2
(U − 3J

2
)(N̂ − 2)2 − J ~S2 + 2J (27)

• Setting JP = 0, JX = J and U ′ = U , we obtain a hamiltonian which still implements the essence

of Hund’s rule physics while maintaining a partial O(2) orbital symmetry (it commutes with ~T 2 and

Tz). This hamiltonian was introduced by Caroli, Lederer and Saint-James [47] (see also [222,80]) and

reads:
U

2
(N̂ − 2)2 + J(~T 2 − T 2

z ) (28)
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